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Adler, David A. Redwoods Are the Tallest Trees in the World; illus. By Kazue Mizumura.
T. Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-4713. 33p. (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Books). $5.79.
Another fine book in an outstanding series of science books for younger readers,
R this has a clear, simple text that is nicely integrated with the illustrations. Both text
2-3 and picture captions give measurements in meters as well as feet, and-like other
books in the series-the text has been carefully compiled to provide just enough
information for primary grades readers without deluging them with facts. Adler dis-
cusses the climate in which redwoods grow, their size and longevity, the ways in
which they reproduce and grow, and their usefulness in building, a usefulness which
has led conservationists to establish a Save-The-Redwoods League.
Anderson, Lonzo. Arion and the Dolphins; illus. by Adrienne Adams. Scribner, 1978. 77-
16564. 28p. $7.95.
In a simple, graceful retelling of a Greek legend, Anderson communicates a sense
R of bubbling joy, and the lightness is echoed in Adams' pastel-sunny watercolor
2-3 paintings of sea and sky, of the ebullient boy Arion and the leaping dolphins who are
his friends. Interior scenes have exquisite details of Grecian costume and architec-
ture. Hearing of a music contest in far-off Sicily, the boy musician sails from Corinth;
his singing and his lute-playing enchant the audience as much as they do the sailors,
and Arion wins the prize: all the gold he can carry. On the voyage home, the greedy
crew plan to kill him for the gold. Arion jumps overboard and is carried home by the
dolphins. In Corinth, he tells the king, who sternly takes the gold from the crew when
they arrive, threatening that they will never know when death will strike them.
Arion, knowing that the king plans no retribution, laughs, and he slips away to swim
happily with the dolphins.
Arnosky, Jim. Nathaniel; written and illus. by Jim Arnosky. Addison-Wesley, 1978. 77-
13505. 48p. $5.95.
Line drawings that have a tinge of comic strip humor tell three wordless stories: a
M man goes out to gather firewood and is himself gathered, wood and all, by a bear;
3-4 letters of the alphabet persist in popping out of a diary; a pet goose grows so large it
becomes a nuisance and has to be taken over to a pond. In addition, there are two
hand-printed diary entries recounting some not very funny mishaps. There's little
humor in the book, which has an air of cut-and-paste contrivance.
Asimov, Isaac. The Golden Door; The United States from 1865 to 1918. Houghton, 1977.
77-21385. 241p. illus. $8.95.
In the fourth book of his history of the United States, Asimov explores the years of
massive change in the period that began with the post-Civil War ferment and ended
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with the close of World War I. As always, he crowds his text with people, dates, and
R events; as always, his erudition, perception, and periodic irruptions of informality in
7- writing style triumph over the weight of the material. And, in this book, over the
handicap of very small print. A chronology and an index are included.
Avi. Emily Upham's Revenge; or, How Deadwood Dick Saved the Banker's Niece; illus. by
Paul O. Zelinsky. Pantheon, 1978. 77-13739. 172p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.99
net.
Emily is a prissy, pious, weepy little seven-year-old who is sent off to stay with her
Ad uncle in this story set in 1875. Her father, in financial difficulties, has left home saying
4-6 he would be back when he had money, her mother-after a fit of the vapors-goes off
to "her sister's country house" giving no reason why Emily can't go with her but
must go to her banker uncle's. Uncle never gets the letter, so he doesn't meet
Emily's train. What follows is tongue-in-check melodrama, as Emily meets a run-
away boy of eleven, Seth, who calls himself Deadwood Dick. He hides her in a shack
in the woods, plans to take money from the bank to get them both back to Boston,
learns that wicked uncle is abetting a framed bank robbery, steals the money from the
robber, (Emily's father) et cetera. The money disappears, and the "revenge" of the
title is that Emily has taken the money and uses it for church donations. As a spoof of
books of the Alger vintage, it is just a bit overdrawn, and the appropriate audience for
the book is probably too young to appreciate the fact that it is a spoof; taken at face
value it has, despite some humor and more than enough action, good style but a
tortuous plot.
Bartel, Pauline C. Biorhythm. Watts, 1978. 77-17585. 77p. illus. $4.90.
In a survey of the natural rhythms of life forms, Bartel explains the research
R findings that substantiate the fact that each individual is affected by physical, emo-
7- tional, and intellectual cycles that occur for specified periods of time. She describes
some of the experiments that have established a body of knowledge about
biorhythms and some of the results that have been documented in industry when
such knowledge has been applied, particularly in the cutting down of accident rates.
The text gives instructions for calculating one's own biorhythmic pattern, and
suggests ways in which such awareness of critical days can help each of us adjust to
increased or decreased abilities. Finally, Bartel makes some predictions about use of
biorhythmic patterns in the future, and includes a chapter on "Biorhythm Obituaries
of Famous People." A clearly written book about an interesting and fairly new
frontier in biology includes a bibliography and an index.
Bawden, Nina. Rebel on a Rock. Lippincott, 1978. 77-10686. 158p. $7.95.
Jo is one of four children who go with their mother and stepfather to the imaginary
R land of Ithaca, a country ruled by a dictator. Jo is puzzled by her stepfather's
5-8 involvement in the underground movement: he seems to be sympathetic, yet he
praises the accomplishments of the regime. Jo herself becomes involved when she
meets the son of a banished leader and is implicated in his arrest, to her sorrow.
Bawden creates the rocky citadel of an Ithacan village most vividly, her well-
structured plot has suspense, and her characterization is excellent, save for the
rebel's son, who is so ingenuously conceited as to be not quite believable. Among the
book's bonuses are the casual treatment of the two younger children, who are black
and adopted; the affection between Jo and her stepfather; and the intricate shifts in
relations among the several members of Jo's family.
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Bradley, Michael. The Shaping Room. Dodd, 1978. 77-16877. 159p. $5.95.
Bradley does a fair job of meshing realism and fantasy, but the fantasy itself is
M diffuse and not quite believable. Stephen is a timid dreamer who takes sculpture
5-6 lessons from elderly Professor Apollonius, but they are not ordinary lessons, for
Stephen is learning, by using the Mindstone, to shape events by mental power.
Subplots: Stephen's running battle with his hostile sister; his fear of bullying Albert,
a classmate; his discovery that the professor is the suitor who, years before, had
deserted Aunt Rhonda; his conversations with the Other Boy, his alter ego. There's
the rebirth of the phoenix, who acts as a helper to the professor, and there are many
dream sequences that vary in effectiveness. Finally, there is Stephen's discovery that
"you can't shape dreams until you learn to shape what you do when you're awake,"
a discovery that is arrived at rather tortuously.
Buchan, Stuart. When We Lived with Pete. Scribner, 1978. 77-16440. 147p. $7.95.
Tommy and his widowed mother are in Los Angeles, where Mom can get jobs
Ad doing TV commercials, and he's bored and lonely. Above all, he misses Pete, the
5-7 man with whom they'd been living and with whom his mother had quarreled. Wan-
dering about alone, he finds a deserted estate and meets another boy, a dropout
who's taken refuge there, and a man, Little Horse, who's also camping out. Tommy
runs away to see Pete, and convinces him to come to Los Angeles; they arrive just as
a massive fire breaks out on the abandoned estate. Pete and Tommy go in to rescue
Tommy's friends despite police orders that the area be evacuated. Pete and Mom
decide to get married. Buchan is skilled at writing dialogue and establishing setting
and mood, but his story is weakened by the improbably coincidental ending--either
the Pete/Mom/Tommy situation or the Tommy/friends/fire would have been enough.
Bulla, Clyde Robert. Keep Running, Alien! illus. by Satomi Ichikawa. T. Y. Crowell, 1978.
77-23311. 27p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.79 net.
Softly colored, realistic paintings with fine detail illustrate a pleasant fragmentary
R story about a small boy. Allen is the youngest of four, and in order to keep up with his
3-5 sister and brothers as they dash about investigating neighborhood phenomena he's
yrs. always on the run. He trips on a shoelace just as the others race over the brow of a
hill, and discovers how pleasant it is to lie in the sun and watch small creatures. His
siblings retrace their steps to urge him on, but they succumb too, and the slight but
nicely told tale ends, "They stopped talking and just looked at the sky. They all lay in
a row, and it was the best time Allen ever had."
Carpenter, John Allan. Alabama; by Allan Carpenter. Childrens Press, 1978. 77-13920. 96p.
illus. $5.95.
In a series of books about each of the United States, this volume is typical of the
M series' strengths and weaknesses. The strengths: it gives a great deal of varied in-
4-5 formation, and it gives access to that information through an index and through
various lists (a chronology, some basic facts, a list of governors, a list of notable
Alabamans, a list of annual events) in a "Handy Reference Section." Its weak-
nesses: omission of some relevant facts (no mention of Rosa Parks or Martin Luther
King, for example), a Chamber of Commerce aura, uneven treatment (relatively
unimportant material given as much coverage as important material), and a poor
selection of illustrative material: there is, for example, no map that shows the rivers
although there is a section devoted to the rivers of Alabama; in a section on plants
there is one photograph, but it doesn't show either of the two plants that are so rare
they are found only in Alabama. Finally, the text is so crowded with place names and
personal names that sorting out those which are significant presents real problems.
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Carpenter, John Allan. Nigeria; by Allan Carpenter. Childrens Press, 1978. 77-20793. 96p.
illus. $5.75.
Although this follows much the same arrangement as is in the books about the
Ad United States, it has a more balanced treatment and tempered tone. The text gives
4-6 geographical and historical background and goes on to discuss such aspects of Nige-
rian life as education, industry, natural resources, and the diversity of peoples,
languages, and customs. One section, "Four Children of Nigeria," describes the
families and lives of individual children in Jos, Lagos, Owerri, and Kano, giving
readers a quite vivid picture of the diversity of life styles, educational and religious
differences, and cultural heritage. There are fewer weaknesses here than in the book
on Alabama, although there's one discrepancy between maps (one shows Benin to
the west of Nigeria, another shows Dahomey, which is the old name of the country)
and the book as a whole includes so much material that it may leave a less clear-cut
impression than Ernest Dunbar' s Nigeria, which has a list of selected readings and a
list of sources, or than Colin Latchem's Looking at Nigeria, distinctive for its color
photographs. A reference section here includes statistics, a chronology, and an in-
dex.
Carrick, Malcolm. Today Is Shrew's Day; written and illus. by Malcolm Carrick. Harper,
1978. 77-11836. 64p. (I Can Read Books). Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Neither the over-busy watercolor pictures nor the text here achieve the usual
M standard of the series. In three episodes designed for the beginning independent
1-2 reader, a shrew and a bullfrog squabble, not always amicably, solve small problems,
evade a predatory otter. Sample of a problem: Bullfrog decides that a doll dropped by
a child is a baby and that he is baby-sitting and that he must get Baby to close her
eyes. After trying the advice of various creatures, Bullfrog throws Baby in the water;
the doll's eyes remain open, the child picks up his doll, the frog is annoyed and goes
for a swim. Sample of writing style: "Shrew itched. Her tummy went squeak,
squeak. It was very tiring. 'I am very tiring,' Shrew said." Not well written, and the
action is diffuse, with inconclusive endings of episodes.
Chinery, Michael. Enjoying Nature with Your Family. Crown, 1978. 77-5789. 192p. illus.
$12.95.
First published in England, this oversize book is crammed with projects and nature
M lore; it suggests such diverse projects as exploring whether or not bees see
9- colors, counting woodlice, preserving small animal skins (if found), preparing speci-
mens for microscopic examination, making and stocking a garden pond, grafting
plants, etc. The information is given in authoritative fashion, but the instructions
often presuppose knowledge and do not give step-by-step instructions. The book is
further weakened by crowded pages, with four columns of small print and captions in
print even smaller; columns of print are often broken irregularly by the framed
illustrative matter. A list of poisonous plants, a list of sources of information, and an
index are appended.
Cleaver, Vera. Queen of Hearts; by Vera and Bill Cleaver. Lippincott, 1978. 77-18252. 158p.
$8.95.
Wilma and her grandmother had never had a loving relationship, so it was with
Ad dismay that Wilma learned that taking care of Granny, who had had a slight stroke,
5-7 was up to her. Wilma's parents worked, and the attempts they made to have someone
else stay with Granny had failed. Hostile, critical, and obstinate, Granny drove them
all away. Wilma didn't really enjoy her responsibility, but she recognized it as a
responsibility, and somehow she and Granny achieved a modus vivendi. There's no
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false sweetness-and-light ending to the story, which has good characterization and
dialogue but is weakened by an ending that simply trails away and by the frequent
evidences of overwriting: ".. . a man with .. . large, greedy ears . . ." or, "The
power in her was a hard and steady beat. Drawing on its flattering worth and its
mysterious ambition ... "
Corbett, Scott. Bridges; illus. by Richard Rosenblum. Four Winds, 1978. 77-13871. 122p.
$6.95.
Corbett's history of bridge-building is confined to Western Europe and the New
R World, and he does a quite competent job of describing changes and improvements in
5-7 construction over the centuries while incorporating material about famous bridges
and bridge-builders. The text begins with a discussion of the logs and vines used by
primitive cultures as bridges, continues with the massive contributions of Roman
engineers, and concludes with the newest advances, such as the box-girder bridge.
Illustrations are interesting, although chiefly they show the finished bridges; dia-
grams of steps in construction might have aided in comprehension of the processes of
construction. The writing is clear, the material well organized; the appended index
includes the listings for types of bridges but not such terms as aqueduct, arch,
conduit, voussoir, etc.
Cox, William Robert. Battery Mates. Dodd, 1978. 77-16871. 190p. $5.95.
In a story that has little characterization and unwieldy dialogue, fifteen-year-old
M Scott describes the problems that he and his buddy have in getting along with the
5-7 Vane twins, who are outstanding players on their baseball team. Cox tosses in a tepid
romance, some quarrelsome rivals, a strict coach, and the winning of the final game.
Routine plot, with extensive description in game sequences.
Cresswell, Helen. Absolute Zero. Macmillan, 1978. 77-12675. 174p. $6.95.
A second novel in the cycle that began with Ordinary Jack (reviewed in the
September, 1977 issue) has the same sophistication and ebullience, although it
R stretches credulity a notch further. When Uncle Parker wins a contest and goes off
5-7 on his prize cruise, he and his wife leave their terrible, wonderful four-year-old with
Jack and his family. There's no question of the havoc created by little Daisy, but
almost as much damage is done by the Bagthorpe family's instant conviction that if
Uncle Parker can win a slogan-writing contest, so can they. And the Bagthorpes
never do anything by half. In all the ferment and competition, the star proves to be
Jack's dog, Zero, and the combination of the vicissitudes of owning a canine star and
also being chosen "The Happiest Family in England" when they are dedicated
bickerers brings the happiest of bedlams to acerbic life.
Curtis, Edward S., comp. The Girl Who Married a Ghost and Other Tales from the North
American Indian; comp. and photographed by Edward S. Curtis; ed by John
Bierhorst. Four Winds, 1978. 77-21515. 115p. $9.95.
Selected from the massive collection of Curtis' material, these nine tales, mini-
R mally edited, are told with considerable narrative flair. Representing six geographical
5- regions, the folktales show cultural and literary variety, and they are complemented
by the posed, romantic pictures taken by Curtis and selected by Bierhorst. A hand-
some piece of bookmaking, a good selection of stories to read alone, read aloud, or
use as a source for storytelling.
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De Larrabeiti, Michael. The Borribles. Macmillan, 1978. 77-12743. 240p. $6.95.
A fantasy in the Tolkien tradition pits a picked group of Borrible guerrillas against
R the whole might of their foes, the Rumbles. Borribles are waifs who live in secret in
6-8 the more crowded districts of London; Rumbles are large, mole-like creatures of the
countryside who, the Borrible leader maintains, are threatening invasion. Nine ar-
dent volunteers steal out of London, since the worst fate that can befall a Borrible is
to be seen and caught by ordinary people, and have a glorious adventure, creating
disaster and death amongst the Rumbles. They encounter treachery when they re-
turn, losing some of their number; fortunately, they never learn that their mission
was spurious, that their own leader's goal was mercenary. The combination of a
well-structured and exciting plot, the originality of the conceived world, and the
vitality and humor of the tough, street-wise dialogue make this an outstanding book.
De Paola, Thomas Anthony. The Popcorn Book; written and illus. by Tomie de Paola.
Holiday House, 1978. 77-21456. 28p. $6.95.
Twin boys, seeing a television commercial about popcorn, ask their mother's
R permission to make some. While one assembles ingredients and does the cooking, the
2-4 other reads aloud from a reference book. This doesn't give botanical facts as pre-
cisely as does Millicent Selsam's book on the subject, but it does give interesting
facts, it has a minimal story line, and it adds humor by having the zealous cook
surprised by a torrent of popped corn.
De Pressense, Domitille. Emily. Tundra Books, 1977. 77-79545. 29p. illus. $4.50. Emily and
Arthur. Tundra Books, 1977. 77-79546. 29p. illus. $4.50.
The simplest of picture books for very young children contain basic concepts:
Ad direction, color, family relationships. The pages are spacious and the drawings,
2-4 although essentially spare, are adorned with small, inventive touches-such as the
yrs. adding of color to Emily's pieces of clothing as each piece is mentioned. In the first
book, Emily's family and her pet hedgehog, Arthur, are described; when Emily goes
for a walk and can't find her way home, Arthur leads her. In the second book, Arthur
disappears and Emily hunts for him with her brother's help; Arthur is found happily
munching lettuce in a garden with his family around him. Simple, but each book has a
problem and a happy solution.
Epstein, Samuel. Dr. Beaumont and the Man with the Hole in His Stomach; by Sam and
Beryl Epstein; illus. by Joseph Scrofani. Coward, 1978. 77-8236. 61p. $5.49.
The Epsteins have made an absorbing story out of one of the most famous in-
R cidents in American medical history. William Beaumont, an army doctor, was called
4-7 to attend a nineteen-year-old Canadian voyageur, Alexis St. Martin, who had been
accidentally shot in the stomach. Beaumont never expected his patient to live, but St.
Martin did--although the hole in his stomach never healed. Given this medically
marvelous opportunity, Beaumont used St. Martin as a guinea pig for years, dipping
different types of food into the hole to gauge digestion rate, drawing off gastric juices
for analysis, using his findings to gain fame. St. Martin and his wife were restive
under the doctor's demands for his patient's accomodating presence, and the Cana-
dian finally went home and refused to come back to be further exhibited and poked
at. But Beaumont became famous, learned almost as much about nutrition in the
early nineteenth century as is known today. As for St. Martin, he lived-still with the
hole in his stomach-to be eighty-three. A selected bibliography is appended.
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Etter, Les. Get Those Rebounds! illus. by James Calvin. Hastings House, 1978. 77-17217.
119p. $5.95.
Rick loves basketball but is aware both of the fact that he isn't very good and of the
Ad fact that he's been tolerated on his high school team because the coach remembers
6-9 Rick's brother, who had been a star and gone on to become All-American. Miffed, he
quits the team and joins a city league team, where the coach and a new friend and
teammate help him gain confidence. The writing style is not outstanding (twice the
author refers to a ball as "carooming") but the game sequences are balanced by
material about Rick's supportive, middle class black family, and by a sub-plot about
his friend's personal problems. Oh yes, guess who sinks the basket that ends the final
game with a victory for Rick's team?
Fleischman, Albert Sidney. McBroom and the Beanstalk; illus. by Walter Lorraine.
Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1978. 77-22177. 40p. $5.95.
"Why, I couldn't hold my head up," says McBroom, when his family urges him to
R enter a contest for liars. Why, hair would grow on fish before he'd trifle with the
3-5 truth! All McBroom fans will recognize the humor of this auspicious beginning of
another McBroom story, especially when it's followed by the children's discovery of
a giant footprint and then--due to the vaunted fertility of McBroom soil-by a huge
stalk that grows from a discarded bean. A version of Jack and the beanstalk? Not at
all, this top-heavy vine collapses, grows right down the road and into town, and traps
two bank robbers. Fleischman gets a nice touch into the ending of another yeasty tall
tale told in blithe style.
Freschet, Berniece. Elephant & Friends; illus by Glen Rounds. Scribner, 1978. 77-13868. 48p.
$6.95.
Something must be done, Elephant decides. There is a drought on the land, he is
R thin and tired and hungry, and he's worried about the plight of his friends as well as
K-3 his own hapless state. One by one the animals agree to join Elephant in his march
across the long desert to the cool forest. Some of the smaller creatures collapse and
Elephant carries them-until he, too, sinks to the ground, overcome by fatigue,
hunger, and heat. Crisis! They see men! Hunters, like those who had once driven
Elephant's family away from the forest. It is Leopard who comes forth with a plan to
save them all by frightening the hunters, who spread such tales after they have run
away that the animals are left in peace for a hundred years in the beautiful, cool
forest. The story has enough problem/solution for the lap audience, and it's told with
simplicity but some flow; Rounds' lively, broken lines in black and white drawings
add vitality and humor.
Gemme, Leila Boyle. The True Book of the Mars Landing. Childrens Press, 1977. 77-22106.
47p. illus. $4.95.
Photographs and diagrams illustrate a book written in flat, pedestrian style; the
Ad large print facilitates reading ease in a continuous text that describes scientific in-
2-3 vestigation of Mars, first by telescope, by rocket-borne cameras in the 1960's, and
then--in the 1970's--by photographs taken by spacecraft in orbit and from the sur-
face of the planet. It is rather anticlimatic to learn only that there is no proof of life on
Mars and that there is indication that the planet has had surface water.
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George, Jean (Craighead). The Wentletrap Trap; illus. by Symeon Shimin. Dutton, 1978.
77-4834. 26p. $5.95.
Dennis, a Bimini Island boy whose father is a fisherman is told, when he wishes for
Ad various possessions, that he could buy them all if he found a wentletrap, a shell so
K-2 rare that he could swap it for all those things. Dennis decides he will trap the shell, so
he sets up a box-and-jar arrangement; what he gets are some hermit crabs. He does
see a wentletrap later, but it disappears into the sea. Dennis is sad, but he cheers up
when his father comes back from a conch-hunting trip, and suggests that they can
take care of themselves if they're together. Shimin's softly drawn, realistic pictures
are attractive, the story is nicely told but it is neither substantial enough as a narrative
nor informative enough about the wentletrap to have strength.
Goins, Ellen H. The Long Winter Sleep; The Story of Mammal Hibernation; written and illus.
by Ellen H. Goins. Mc Kay, 1978. 77-17849. 29p. $5.95.
Realistic line drawings, at times crowding the pages, illustrate a continuous text
Ad that describes the patterns of many hibernating creatures. The author explains that
3-5 the chief needs of such creatures, whether they sleep lightly or deeply, are to mate,
store fat by eating, and find a sleeping place before the winter begins; she describes
the changes in heartbeat rate and breathing rate during the hibernation period. No
access to the information is given through chapter headings or index; while the facts
are accurate, there are so many that-given the continuity of the text and the
closely-set type-the book seems too close-packed to enable the information to be
easily absorbed.
Gordon, Shirley. Crystal Is My Friend; illus. by Edward Frascino. Harper, 1978. 77-11853.
32p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Friendship is beset by problems when one is required to make the polite sacrifices
Ad of hospitality. Susan's mother has reminded her, when Crystal comes to spend the
2-4 night, that guests have first choice. Susan suffers while Crystal picks her favorite
spots and games and television programs, but a bedtime pillow fight and giggle
session clears the air, and as soon as Crystal leaves Susan asks her mother, "When
can Crystal come and sleep over again?" Not a story with depth, but this is one that
should strike familiar and amusing chords, and it's told with a nice, light touch.
Gray, Genevieve S. How Far, Felipe? illus. by Ann Grifalconi. Harper, 1978. 77-11846. 63p.
(I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
A story for beginning independent readers is based on the migration of settlers
Ad from Culiacan, Mexico who, under the leadership of Colonel Bautista de Anza, led
1-2 his group to California in 1775, as explained in the author's note. The protagonist of
the tale is small Felipe, who insists that his beloved burro Filomena go along; at first
a nuisance, her braying amuses the travelers. Felipe and Filomena's story is an
acceptable literary device for telling the story of the hardships suffered by the mi-
grants, of their doubts and fears, of their encounters with a Pima tribe, of their grief
over the animals that died en route and their joy at reaching a green and sunny land.
Not a great story, but it's good reading practice and it can inform those children who
don't know--and perhaps please those who do--that Mexicans were among the
earliest settlers in this country.
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Green, Melinda. Bembelman's Bakery; illus. by Barbara Seuling. Parents' Magazine, 1978.
77-22858. 24p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.41 net.
Pausing outside a bakery where a long line of customers extends into the street,
R one man tells another the secret of the Bembelman's delicious and lucrative bread
K-3 recipe. Once, in the old country, the parents of the seven Bembelman children had
left them alone in their house; the hungry children had decided to make bread (a
handful of this, a handful of that) and the result was an ovenful of bread that filled the
room and pushed out the windows. Parental dismay was followed by parental joy, for
it proved to be the best bread anyone had ever tasted; it made the family fortune, it
brought the family to America, it led to the opening of Bembelman's bakery. The
exaggeration and humor are appealing, the style of this blithe and tallish tale is
yeasty, and the illustrations have humor and vigor if not distinction.
Greenfield, Eloise. Honey, I Love and Other Love Poems; illus. by Diane and Leo Dillon. T.
Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-2845. 40p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
Brown and white childlike stick figures are combined with soft, almost misty black
Ad and white pictures of beautiful black girls to illustrate sixteen poems about a child's
2-4 love and enjoyment of people and places and doing things. The last poem concludes
with, ". .. I love a lot of things/ A whole lot of things/ And honey/ I love ME, too."
The poems have moments of vision, some felicitous phrases, and a consistency in
showing a child's viewpoint, but they often have a less than poetic quality and seem
merely fragmentary attitudes or reactions of rather prosaic calibre.
Hale, Nancy. The Night of the Hurricane. Coward, 1978. 77-15454. 158p. $6.95.
While there is always appeal in anything so dramatic as riding out a hurricane, the
M impact of natural disaster is almost lost in the welter of personalities and conflicts in
6-7 Hale's gathering of four families who join in battening down the hatches. Gene is
embarrassed by his grandmother's odd ways, but he is proud of the way she copes
with the emergency. The other three families (Quigleys, Leopardis, and Steins) seem
chosen to provide examples of different types of adult-child problems and of bias
among the adults.
Hannam, Charles. A Boy in That Situation; An Autobiography. Harper, 1978. 77-11857. 217p.
$7.95.
Although this is subtitled "An Autobiography," it is told in third person as a story
Ad about Karl Hartland, only son of a well-to-do Jewish family. Plump and conforming,
7-9 he is just moving on to secondary school when the increasing strictures of Nazi
antisemitism begin to affect his family. Each deprivation, each evidence of persecu-
tion is accepted with dismay-but is accepted. Finally his parents send Karl to
England and safety, a haven forbidden to them, and it is in England that Karl goes
through the pangs of adolescence, placed in succession in a refugee hostel, a labor
camp, and a public school. Despite the fact that his experiences are convincingly
portrayed and that his plight in Germany is tragic, Karl is somehow not a moving or
tragic figure, perhaps because the writing style is subdued, almost stolid. Hannam is
a faithful recorder, but there is no passion in his portrayal. The small print is a
handicap.
Harris, Margaret. Sharks and Troubled Waters. Raintree, 1977. 77-10760. 48p. illus. $4.95.
This is not a biological overview, although some facts about the anatomy and
habits of sharks are included, but a survey of the shark as a source of danger. The
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text discusses fallacy versus fact; the shark as predator; the encounters of sharks and
R humans in shipwrecks, in battles in which swimmers are attacked or those in which
4-6 sharks are hunted; the "feeding frenzy" of sharks; the few marine creatures that
seem not to fear sharks. There are some anecdotes, some superstitions, and a great
deal of information in a book that is written in a vigorous, informative style.
Heide, Florence Parry. Fables You Shouldn't Pay Any Attention To; by Florence Parry
Heide and Sylvia Worth Van Clief; illus. by Victoria Chess. Lippincott, 1978. 77-
14253. 62p. $6.95.
Although repetitive in pattern, these seven short fables have a bland humor that
R should appeal to children, for they are the reverse of moral tales. All the other
2-4 children are careful with their clothes and toys, but careless Genevieve gets all the
loot at Christmas because her parents see that the others don't need new belongings.
All the other fish eat moderately, but greedy Gretchen says "It pays to be greedy,"
because the hungry fish pursue worms and are caught. Muriel, a discontented cow,
strays over to where the grass looks greener, on the other side of the fence, and it is
greener, and the farmer's wife gives Muriel a diamond collar. And so on, blithe fables
given added zest by the slightly macabre Chess drawings.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett, ad. Monsters, Ghoulies and Creepy Creatures; Fantastic Stories and
Poems; illus. by Vera Rosenberry. Whitman, 1977. 77-14291. 128p. Trade ed. $7.25;
Library ed. $5.44 net.
Although most of the material in this mini-monstrous anthology was published in
Ad the last decade and is therefore easily available elsewhere, it may prove a useful
4-6 addition for insatiable readers of tales about fantastic creatures. The black and white
illustrations are not distinctive, but they have some humor, as do many of the selec-
tions. In addition to a selection written by Hopkins, there are tales by Natalie
Babbitt, John Gardner, Natalie Savage Carlson, and others.
Huff, Vivian. Let's Make Paper Dolls; written and illus. with photographs by Vivian Huff.
Harper, 1978. 31p. $4.79.
Although the photographs and text combine to give clear instructions, the book is
M very slight; the title gives no indication of the fact that only one kind of paper doll, the
4-7 chain, is meant. However, the book shows children how to accordion-pleat paper,
yrs. draw half a figure, and cut around the outline to produce a chain of paper dolls. This
basic idea is varied only by suggestions for using different kinds of paper, drawing a
whole doll on the top fold of paper, or using paint or crayon to decorate the dolls.
Hughes, Shirley. George the Babysitter; written and illus. by Shirley Hughes. Prentice-Hall,
1978. 29p. $6.95.
George comes to babysit for a mother of three who works afternoons in this
R engaging picture book by one of England's most eminent children's book illustrators.
4-7 The deft, realistic paintings have fine use of line and color, and the simple story
yrs. describes, with understated humor, the vicissitudes of the daily round, as George
copes with a disorderly kitchen and bedroom, three lively children, and a procession
of chores. The children help, but when Mother comes home and wonders how
George could have managed without them, Hughes pictures an exhausted George
slumped in an armchair, hand pressed to harried brow.
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Hutchins, Pat. The Best Train Set Ever; written and illus. by Pat Hutchins. Greenwillow,
1978. 76-30672. 56p. (Read-alone Books) Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
Three short stories, illustrated with pictures that have precise details, restrained
R color, and a high sense of design, show family cohesion without any sentimentality.
1-3 In the title story, various members of the family buy parts of the expensive train set
Peter craves for his birthday; each has made the purchase independently, so they all
share Peter's surprise and pleasure. In the other stories, Peter's sister makes a
Hallowe'en costume out of her siblings' leftovers, and an extended family Christmas
party is postponed until July because all the children have measles. The writing is
bland, but the combination of special days, happy outcomes, and quiet but solid
family feeling add substance and appeal.
Hutchins, Ross E. A Look at Ants; illus. with photographs by the author. Dodd, 1978.
77-16867. 48p. $4.95.
An eminent science writer and entomologist, Hutchins also has supplied the many
R photographs for a simply written text that describes the structure and life cycle of
3-5 ants, discusses their classification, and then focuses on some of the many varieties of
ants. In so doing, he makes clear the complexity of the social structure in the ant
world, the division of labor and the several roles (workers, queens, soldiers) played
by individual ants, and the amazing varieties of life styles of different ant com-
munities: the farmers, the herdsmen, the honey gatherers, and the various creatures
with whom these social creatures have established host, symbiotic, or antagonistic
relationships.
Jenness, Aylette. The Bakery Factory; Who Puts the Bread on Your Table; written and illus.
with photographs by Aylette Jenness. T. Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-8094. 71p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.79 net.
Clear photographs and a casual, almost conversational, writing style make this
R more palatable than most books in the let's-visit category. Jenness follows each step
4-7 of the procedures in a bakery factory and participates in some of them; what she adds
to give this a special flavor is the same kind of curiosity and concern for the people
she meets that have distinguished her books for older readers. She discusses with
some of the factory workers why they like their jobs, or why they don't, or why they
are working at a factory when they've trained for other work. She concludes with a
discussion of different kinds of work and suggests trips like her own, advising readers
on how to obtain permission to make such visits; she gives some instructions for icing
a cake and a recipe for making bread. An index is included.
Jones, Penelope. I Didn't Want to Be Nice; illus. by Rosalie Orlando. Bradbury, 1977.
76-57907. 27p. $5.95.
Breathes there a child, or a squirrel like Nettie, who hasn't felt a twinge of envy at
Ad another's birthday party? Nettie, who tells the story, goes off to Andrea's birthday
3-5 party wishing she could have the present she's bringing. She wishes Andrea would let
yrs. her open her own paper bag for the peanut hunt, wishes she could find the most
peanuts instead of Andrea. On the other hand, Nettie enjoys the cake, her balloon
stays up longest, and she is pleased by the basket of gumdrops she takes home. This
has the appeal of a familiar situation, and it's nicely told albeit a bit bland, but the
story has no resolution. The illustrations are adequately composed but not well
drawn.
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Kelly, James E. The Dam Builders; by James E. Kelly and William R. Park; illus. by Herbert
E. Lake. Addison-Wesley, 1977. 77-5406. 44p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $5.21
net.
It is true that the title of this book indicates an emphasis on the construction of a
M dam rather than on its function, but the latter seems slighted nevertheless, and the
3-5 text is broken down into particulars without an adequate early explanation of the
whole process. Reading ease is further impeded by the cluttered pages: some
double-page spreads have six drawings in addition to the text, some have three or
four drawings plus a frieze that shows silhouettes of heavy machines. A half-page of
text discusses the uses of reservoir, dam, and electric generators. There are no table
of contents or index provided.
Kliiger, Ruth. The Secret Ship; by Ruth Kliiger and Peggy Mann. Doubleday, 1978. 76-2804.
136p. $5.95.
A true story of World War II is adapted from the adult title The Last Escape,
Ad which was based on interviews that Mann taped with Kliiger and on interviews with
6-8 others who had first-hand knowledge. Ruth Kliiger was a member of the Mossad, an
underground rescue group whose mission was getting Jews out of Europe during the
Nazi regime. There is, of course, drama and tension in any such story, and this
adaptation is intended for slow older readers, but the writing has notes of self-
aggrandizement and melodrama that lessen the impact of events; had the authors let
events speak for themselves the horror and urgency might have emerged more
clearly. However, Kliiger's role in rescuing a shipload of illegal refugees, icebound in
a Rumanian port, is impressive, and her bitter indictment of those who contributed to
the brutality and tragedy of events is chillingly effective.
Lavine, Sigmund A. Wonders of Terrariums; illus. with photographs and line drawings by
Jane O'Regan. Dodd, 1978. 77-6493. 96p. $5.95.
With restrained enthusiasm, Lavine gives advice on every aspect of successful
R terrarium gardening. Following some historical material, he explains why the closed
6-9 environment of the terrarium facilitates the processes of respiration and photosyn-
thesis. The ensuing text describes containers, placement, natural and artificial light,
soil, nutrition, and the selection of plants (flowering, nonflowering) and their temper-
ature requirements. There's advice on planting and maintenance (including therapy
for ailing plants) and even a chapter on terrarium zoos. Lucid and comprehensive. A
one-page index is included.
Leiner, Katherine. Ask Me What My Mother Does; illus. with photographs by Michael H.
Arthur. Watts, 1978. 77-17375. 47p. $5.00.
A book that describes some jobs held by working women who are also mothers is
Ad illustrated by photographs. Useful for expanding young children's awareness of sex
K-2 roles, the book is weakened by the layout, since two segments are occasionally on
facing pages; it is also weakened by uneven treatment: one page each for a bank teller
and for a bus driver, three pages each for a doctor and for a ballet dancer, the last
segment consisting primarily of photographs and only ten lines of print.
Litchfield, Ada Bassett. A Cane in Her Hand; illus. by Eleanor Mill. Whitman, 1977. 77-
14255. 30p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $3.38 net.
Valerie has always had poor eyesight, but she realizes that she's been having more
Ad difficulty recently; after medical consultation, she goes back to school. At first re-
2-4 sentful at getting the help of a special teacher, Valerie adjusts to her aggravated
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handicap, even to using a cane so that she won't bump into things. The story is told
by Valerie, who grumbles convincingly when things go wrong and who pleads
strongly for being regarded as an individual; she is visually impaired, but "what I
mind most is having people talk about me as if I'm not there." She can swim, paint,
roller-skate, play the organ, study dancing and do household chores. She's there.
This hasn't a good narrative flow, and it's obtrusively purposive, but it is adequately
written and it is a respectable addition to the growing number of books that can help
children who are physically normal understand the problem of those who are not.
McCaslin, Nellie. Puppet Fun; Production, Performance and Plays; illus. with photographs
by Helen King and drawings by Daty Healy. McKay, 1977. 77-2438. 50p. $6.95.
This is a book that gives very few specific directions; it suggests some varieties of
M puppets, with chapters on making them, using them in performance, and setting up a
4-6 stage. The latter comprises less than a page of print. The chapter on "Stories for
Puppet Plays" has a few opening remarks, eight lines about scenery, and nine tales,
some of which lack substantive dialogue and none of which are accompanied by
production notes. There is no index. What's included is minimally useful, but this is
far less informative than many of the puppetry books already available for young
readers.
Maiorano, Robert. Backstage; by Robert Maiorano and Rachel Isadora; illus. by Rachel
Isadora. Greenwillow, 1978. 77-21822. 29p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
There's really no story in this view of backstage life, but it has two strong appeals:
Ad the glamor of theater, and the idea-rare in books for children-of having a mother
K-2 who is a ballet dancer. It also has two weaknesses: Olivia takes an improbable route
when looking for her mother, and there is no explanation (as there is on the jacket
flap) of the fact that a rehearsal'of "Nutcracker" is going on. However, the long,
circuitous route makes it possible for the pictures to reveal many aspects of the
theater and the company, as Olivia goes through the door, past the guard, down the
corridor, up the stairs, past the rehearsal hall, through the make-up room, into the
dressing room, out through the wig room, around the trunks, onto the catwalk, across
the bridge, up to the fly, down the elevator, et cetera. And that's the whole story; she
finds her mother and they go home.
Morton, Miriam, ed. Russian Plays for Young Audiences; ed. and tr. by Miriam Morton. New
Plays, 1977. 77-82856. 401p. photographs. Hardbound $11.95; Paperback $7.50.
Five plays are included in a volume intended for use by adolescents or adults; the
R plays range from a dramatized Baba Yaga story, "The Two Maples," and an engag-
6- ing fantasy about a clown who ends the cold, grey life styles of the people in "The
City Without Love" to three more serious plays intended for older audiences. In
"Hey, There-Hello!" a boy and girl have a dialogue that will remind some readers
of a Nichols and May conversation (very funny but very pithy) and, in the back-
ground, four mimes act out the boy's imaginary thoughts. "The Young Graduates"
face the same kind of decisions about their future that are encountered by adoles-
cents worried about college entrance the world over; "The Young Guard" is a taut
drama about young partisans in World War II. The translations are colloquial, and
the plays have more substance than most collections compiled for young audiences.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. Danger in Dinosaur Valley; illus. by Marc Simont. Putnam, 1978.
77-6397. 47p. (See and Read Books) $5.29.
A time-shift story for young independent readers should have added appeal be-
cause of the dinosaur characters and because of the humor of the concept and
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writing. If readers also get a glimmer of how different things look to someone from
R another culture and time, so much the better, but this isn't didactic. Little
2-3 Diplodocus, gentle and herbivorous, knows that his family's biggest enemy is Tyran-
nosaurus Rex. With a skill that is newly acquired from another culture, he and his
parents fight the terrible carnivore. What's the skill? Well, some space-age time
travellers had brought along a "something," and one of the two-legged creatures had
watched something called "Giants" who hit a round thing with a stick. (Television
set; baseball game.) Practicing hurling rocks held in their mouths, Dip and his par-
ents drive off their enemy. Dip does wonder if the tiny "Giants" have driven off their
Tyrannosaurus Rex, too.
Ostrander, Sheila. Psychic Experiences: E.S.P. Investigated; by Sheila Ostrander and Lynn
Schroeder. Sterling, 1978. 77-79512. 248p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.69 net.
This is less a serious survey of research in psychic phenomena than a catalogue of
M anecdotes and experiences. Many of the anecdotes (short accounts grouped under
7-9 such headings as telepathy, psychic energy, dowsing, or UFO's) are reported with
enthusiastic acceptance but leave questions unanswered, such as the young mother
(no name cited) who dreamed her baby son was buried in sand and who located his
body, twenty-six years later, after he had served in the German army, buried on a
French beach. The authors appear to have no professional qualifications, to judge by
the jacket copy, and cite no sources. An index is appended.
Parker, Nancy Winslow. The President's Cabinet and How It Grew; written and illus. by
Nancy Winslow Parker. Parents' Magazine, 1978. 77-10090. 29p. Trade ed. $6.50;
Library ed. $6.19 net.
Ink and crayon drawings enliven but do not extend the text of a clearly written
R book that reinforces the historical account it gives-by presidential action-of suc-
4-6 ceeding changes in the composition of the cabinet, by describing the functions of
each member of the cabinet, post by post. A useful book to supplement a social
studies curriculum.
Paul, Aileen. Kids Outdoor Gardening; illus. by John DeLulio. Doubleday, 1978. 77-80902.
80p. $5.95.
In a logically organized book for the beginning young gardener, Paul describes
R preparation of the seed bed, planning and planting a flower or vegetable garden, and
4-6 getting advice on soil or best planting dates. For some processes, she suggests adult
help; she advises moderation-such as not attempting a compost heap at the start.
The text is clearly written, and the book includes a list of sources for further informa-
tion, a glossary, and an index.
Pelta, Kathy. What Does a Paramedic Do? illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1978. 77-16868.
63p. $5.25.
In a continous text, straightforward but dry in style, the author describes the first
R paramedical programs and emergency units, the training of paramedics, and the
5-6 different sorts of care they provide. The work of such non-medical personnel, who
function in close contact with doctors via electronic communication, requires cer-
tification (with fairly frequent examinations to ensure renewal of certification) and
has-in the short time that paramedical units have been established-saved many
lives. There is no index, but the information is succinctly given and the book should
appeal because of the intrinsic drama of the profession.
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Preston, Edna Mitchell. Where Did My Mother Go? illus. by Chris Conover. Four Winds,
1978. 77-15064. 24p. $7.95.
Little Cat cannot find his mother, so he hops on his tricycle and inquires here and
Ad there; weepy, he goes home to find her waiting, scolds her for not telling him where
3-5 she was going to be, and cuddles in her lap. The story is slight, the incidents of the
yrs. search repetitive; each person (animal) is asked if he or she knows where mother is.
"Not I." "Will you help me look for her?" "Not I, I have work to do." "Then I will
find her myself." The illustrations are softly tinted, a bit on the old-fashioned, quaint
side, the writing sedate and patterned.
Pringle, Laurence P. The Economic Growth Debate; Are There Limits to Growth? Watts,
1978. 77-4695. 86p. $4.90.
Pringle takes a long, hard look at the intricate problems of economic growth and at
R various viewpoints held by experts on whether or not there are--or should be-limits
8- imposed. With calm and thoughtful objectivity he examines such factors as popula-
tion growth, pollution, depletion of natural resources and possible substitutes for
them, food supplies, the gap between rich and poor, recycling, and inequality among
the world's nations. Some scientists have predicted disaster resulting from inertia in
making policy changes; others regard the future more optimistically. Pringle de-
scribes some of the agencies concerned, some of the programs in operation or pro-
posed. A serious and provocative book. A glossary, a bibliography, and an index are
included.
Pursell, Margaret Sanford. A Look at Adoption; photographs by Maria S. Forrai. Lerner,
1978. 77-13080. 30p. $4.95.
Although this isn't couched in simple language, it is a book appropriate for young
R children because of the simplicity of concepts. Here a series of photographs, some of
K-3 interracial families, reinforces the main thrust of the text: people adopt children to
love and be loved, and their families are like all other families. There are straightfor-
ward explanations of why some people don't have their own children and why some
people give up their own children, and there is some discussion of the legal com-
plexities and safeguards in the adoption process.
Richards, Norman. Tractors, Plows, and Harvesters; A Book about Farm Machines; illus.
with photographs. Doubleday, 1978. 77-83821. 59p. $5.95.
Descriptive paragraphs, each accompanied by a full page black and white photo-
Ad graph, explain what a series of farm machines are used for and how they operate.
3-5 There is no table of contents or index, and-save for the brief prefatory note by the
author-no broad commentary on farm life. Minimally useful.
Rose, Anne K., ad. Spider in the Sky; illus. by Gail Owens. Harper, 1978. 76-58722. 21p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Pleasant drawings that use two colors sparingly to offset fine-lined black and white
Ad illustrate a very simple retelling of a Native American myth that is a triple "why
4-6 story," explaining why the skunk has a white streak, how the eagle became bald, and
yrs. "how fire and light came to the animals." Long ago, when all the animals agreed that
they were tired of the cold and dark, the skunk volunteered to steal a piece of sun and
did---but it slid down his back and made a white streak; similarly, the eagle
volunteered-but his piece of sun was on his head and burned it. Then spider tried,
putting her piece of sun in a tiny clay pot and finding her way back along the silver
thread she'd spun. What isn't ever explained is Jackal's remark, "Those who have
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the sun won't part with it," and the response, "We'll take it from them," since the
animals combat no other beings but simply snatch pieces of sun. There is no mention
of the source, Cherokee mythology, and there seems no reason for the adaptor to
have included, when changing the animals from the original version, a jackal, since
the jackal is not native to America.
Rubin, Robert, Ty Cobb; The Greatest; illus. with photographs. Putnam, 1978. 77-24306.
191p. $5.69.
Although a few of Tyrus Cobb's records have been broken since his time, he still
holds more all-time baseball records than anyone who has ever played the game.
Ad Much of the book is about game sequences that contributed to those records, but
6-9 almost as much is devoted to Cobb's reputation as a tough, serious contender. While
the writing style here is not impressive, and the author gives very little information
about Cobb's personal life as an adult, this is less laudatory than the Schoor biog-
raphy of Cobb, and the many descriptions of stellar or controversial plays should
appeal to baseball fans. An index is appended.
Sargent, Sarah. Edward Troy and the Witch Cat; illus. by Emily McCully. Follett, 1978.
77-89686. 144p. $6.99.
Black, nine, an only child whose father had gone off to Chicago, Edward Troy was
Ad desolate when he learned that his best friend, Howard, was moving away to a house
5-6 on the other side of town. He decided to save enough money to go to Chicago and ask
his Dad for help so that he and Momma could leave the housing project and get a
house, like Howard's family. The surprise visit, when Edward does get to Chicago,
is a failure; Dad and his woman spend a lot of money on him, but then go off and
leave him alone in the apartment, where he's frightened by a bullying tough and
rescued by his uncle. So Edward has learned Momma's right: you can't depend on
Dad. Sargent has created an engaging and believable child, affectionate and resilient;
she leads up to the visit with a series of incidents in which Edward and his friends
squabble, play, try to earn money, and get into minor difficulties. The book has good
dialogue and adequate characterization, but is weakened by the slow start, which
includes material about the "witch" cat, and by the coincidental appearance of
Edward's uncle, who shows up at Dad's door just as Edward, alone in the apartment,
is being threatened by the bully who's trying to get in.
Scribner, Charles, ad. The Devil's Bridge; illus. by Evaline Ness. Scribner, 1978. 77-12722.
26p. $7.95.
Colorful woodcut pictures of sturdy peasants confronting a frilled and bewigged
Ad dandy illustrate a retelling of a French folktale. The style is brisk and lively, the story
K-2 a satisfying account of how the Devil is outwitted by crafty old Pierre. The bridge
used by the villagers to reach the market on the other side of a gorge had come down,
and the Devil's price for instant rebuilding was the possession of the soul of the first
person to cross the bridge. Pierre, going most of the way across, complained that the
bridge wasn't sturdy; the Devil, enraged, raced across to prove it was. Finis.
Selfridge, Oliver G. Trouble with Dragons; illus. by Shirley Hughes. Addison-Wesley, 1978.
77-22441. 86p. $6.95.
"Look, Ma! There's another one," says a child as the oldest of three royal sisters
R gallops off, armor glinting, to slay the dragon that will procure the hand of the prince.
5-6 It's an old routine to observers: a princess comes, she and the prince fall in love, she
goes off to earn his hand, and is eaten by the dragon. And the Prime Minister is
delighted, because he runs the goblet factory that makes sapphire goblets that come
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from sapphire dragon eggs, and they can only be produced if a dragon eats people.
When the two older sisters have been eaten, the youngest, Celia, agrees with the
prince that it is her turn to fall in love and change her blue jeans for dragon-fighting
garb; but Celia begins by doing some research in the library, and she takes advice
when she can get it, and-with a bit of help from a fairy godmother-she uses wit
instead of brawn and conquers the dragon. Delightfully illustrated, delightfully told,
witty and sophisticated.
Sill, Harold D. Misbehavin' with Fats; illus. by Mike Eagle. Addison-Wesley, 1978. 77-10763.
95p. $5.95.
Sill uses a time-shift device to tell an episodic story in which Toby, a contemporary
NR boy, accompanies Fats Waller on various gigs. There may be some minimal interest
6-7 for jazz fans in reading about Fats, but the narrative creaks with contrivance, espe-
cially in the artificiality of the time-slip; the writing is awkward ("Which one of you
swines is the piano player?") and the attempt to show the raucous crowds, the
gangsters, the drinking as part of a boy's adventure seems ill conceived. In a biog-
raphy of Fats, yes; in this fantasy-cum-partial biography, no.
Simon, Hilda. The Date Palm; Bread of the Desert; illus. by the author; photographs 1910-
1914 by Henry Simon. Dodd, 1978. 77-14244. 158p. $8.95.
A substantial portion of the text here is based on the work of the author's father,
R who brought date palm shoots from Africa to California to contribute to the founding
7-9 of a new industry. Simon describes the date palm's importance through the ages as a
staple food in desert regions, and-accompanied by the meticulous drawings for
which she has been noted--describes the plant botanically. She also discusses the
spread of the plant, since other growers had sent agents like her father to obtain
offshoots; their place in the ecology of which they became a part; and the date
industry in the United States. The small print is a handicap; the photographs and
drawings add greatly to the value of the book. An index is appended.
Skorpen, Liesel Moak. His Mother's Dog; illus. by M. E. Mullin. Harper, 1978. 76-58707.
46p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.79 net.
Three-color illustrations, subdued in tone and mood, are a nice match for a quiet,
R perceptive story about a small (nameless) boy who is given the puppy he's long
K-2 wanted. The dog, however, is chosen by his mother: a spaniel like the one she'd had
as a girl, rather than the Newfoundland he'd wished for. The dog follows his mother
about and ignores him. When his mother goes to the hospital to have a baby, the dog
mopes; when she comes back and is busy with the baby, the boy mopes. What could
be more natural than the two who are feeling rejected turning to each other? The
story is told in dry style and kept at a low key, and in two places the text moves
abruptly ("He missed his mother. She took him in her arms and hugged and hugged
him.") but it captures the wistful longing of a child, it is nicely structured for a young
audience, and it has the appeal of a wish granted.
Smith, Jim. The Frog Band and Durrington Dormouse; written and illus. by Jim Smith. Little,
1978. 77-9187. 31p. $6.95.
Running from a member of a press gang, Durrington stumbles into the lair of Mad
R Maud the Toad and gratefully accepts a soporific. One hundred years later he wakes
2-4 to the drumbeat of the frog band, who give him a life home, explain that a century has
passed, and help him chase evil Squire Fox. That dastard has been evicting Dur-
rington's descendants, and he snatches the dormouse's proof of title out of his hand
and takes off. The chase is a successful and exciting one, and the story ends with a
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nice twist: the evil fox, on the run and exhausted, stumbles into the lair of Mad Maud
and accepts a drink. This has, albeit to a lesser extent, one of the weaknesses of the
earlier Frog Band book, illustrations that meet jarringly at the inner edges of the
pages, and it has some writing flaws ("I'm a might stiff this morning!") but it's a
better structured story, with good pace, humor, and deft watercolor illustrations.
Taylor, L. B. Chemistry Careers; illus. with photographs. Watts, 1978. 77-21313. 62p. $4.90.
While Taylor does a competent job of describing the field of opportunity, re-
Ad quirements and training for those interested in chemistry careers, and the financial
7-9 advantages, the book is weakened by careless punctuation and occasional evidences
of journalese, by an imbalanced treatment: most of the book concerns careers in
industry (only a few pages are given to teaching chemistry, even less to chemical
librarians,) and by the inclusion of such careers as patent law, plant maintenence, and
traffic control. A list of additional sources of information, a bibliography, and an
index are included.
Taylor, L. B. Gifts from Space; How Space Technology Is Improving Life on Earth; illus.
with photographs. Day, 1977. 77-3261. 130p. $7.95.
Spin-offs that benefit life on earth are described in a book that is undoubtedly a
Ad spin-off from the author's adult book on the subject. Taylor, a worker in the space
6-8 industry, writes competently and gives a great deal of information about benefits that
have accrued to medicine, industry, meteorology, communication, safety programs,
and so on because of knowledge gained through the space program. The book would
be more effective if it made less extravagant claims for the importance or universality
of improvements, but it does to some extent answer those who ask whether the
colossal expense of the space program was worth it. An index and a bibliography are
appended.
Thiele, Colin. The Shadow on the Hills. Harper, 1978. 77-11829. 216p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.79 net.
This has, despite some incidents rife with action and drama, less story line than
R most of Thiele's fiction, but the lack of sustained plot is compensated for more than
6-9 adequately by the vivid evocation of place-a small town in Australia-and of
time-a depression year in which financial stress creates a tension that is a catalyst
for dramatic events. Yet the chief appeal of the book is probably in the immediacy of
a boy's involvement in the pattern of rural life, the mores of a German-Australian
community, the humorous predicaments like being treed by a bull or the more serious
ones like being an eye-witness to a crime committed by a miserly man who has had a
long-standing feud with an old hermit who thunders Biblical quotations when he
encounters anyone.
Thompson, Brenda. The Children's Crusade; by Brenda Thompson and Cynthia Overbeck;
illus. by Simon Stern and Rosemary Giesen. Lerner, 1977. 76-22469. 20p. $3.95.
Revised by Overbeck, a text written by Thompson and first published in England
NR gives a very simplified version of the Children's Crusade, ignoring the fact that one
3-4 group of children came from Germany. While it gives most facts about the tragic
venture, in which many of the children were drowned or were sold into slavery, it
states flatly the unverified fact that only one of the thirty thousand children ever
returned to his home. The illustrations are mediocre. Several pages entitled "More
About the Crusades" are appended, giving random bits of information.
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Tolan, Stephanie S. Grandpa-and Me. Scribner, 1978. 77-18254. 120p. $6.95.
In dated entries, eleven-year-old Kerry tells the story of her anguish as she realizes
R that her beloved grandfather is becoming senile. Grandpa had lived with them for
5-7 many years, had been a companion and teacher to her and her brother, had helped
make home a happier place. With working parents, Kerry knew that sending
Grandpa away was a possibility, and she hid from them some of the evidence she'd
had of Grandpa's senility. The more Kerry learns about Grandpa's past, the more
she sympathizes, for he reverts at times to childhood and she sees what his childhood
problems were. All the family are torn about making a decision, but it is Grandpa
who, in a lucid period, takes matters into his own hands; having seen his own father
become senile, Grandpa commits suicide in such a way that it looks like an accident.
This is a realistic and sympathetic depiction of one pattern of old age, convincing
save for Kerry's tenacity in hiding from her parents that she's seen Grandpa do such
things as urinate outdoors, wear his pants inside-out, and mistake her for his dead
sister. The writing style is smooth, the dialogue well-written.
Torre, Frank D. Woodworking for Kids. Doubleday, 1978. 77-76264. 132p. photographs.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.90 net.
Principal of a technical high school, Torre devotes the first section of the book to a
R description of basic tools and an explanation of how to use them-and how not to use
5-7 them. The rest of the book gives directions for making a series of projects. The
step-by-step directions are illustrated by well-placed photographs that would be more
helpful if they bore numbers or captions. The text is usually clear, although little
guidance is provided for the final assembly in most projects; for example, "Assemble
sides, shelves and brace, and fasten together. .. " An index is appended.
Van Woerkom, Dorothy O., ad. The Friends of Abu Ali; Three More Tales of the Middle
East; retold by Dorothy O. Van Woerkom; illus. by Harold Berson. Macmillan,
1978. 77-12624. 64p. (Ready-to-Read Books). $6.95.
In three short tales for the beginning independent reader, Van Woerkom adapts
R some Middle Eastern noodlehead stories in a style that has vitality and humor despite
1-3 its simplicity. Abu Ali, Musa, Nouri, and Hamid bicker about such weighty matters
as who should be entitled to sit in a donkey's shadow (while the donkey runs away),
whether or not too much sniffing will make a cake fall (the cake falls), and whether or
not Musa's donkey should be allowed to cross Hamid's bridge, which he doesn't
really own (Abu Ali loses the rice he's just borrowed). Berson's illustration, distinc-
tive for their fluid line, echo the humor of the stories.
Westall, Robert. The Watch House. Greenwillow, 1978. 77-19088. 224p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.43 net.
In a story set in an English coastal community, Westall knits realism and occult
R fantasy deftly in a compelling story that has mounting suspense. Anne's selfish,
7-10 dictatorial mother leaves her with Mum's old nanny for a summer, and Anne is truly
frightened when she realizes that her placid visit is being disrupted by a ghost. With
two friends, however, she gains courage and begins to explore the background for the
obviously restless, plaintive requests for help from the ghost. All this is tied very
neatly into some local history about the life-saving brigade, (hence the "watch-
house," which is used as a storage site for mementoes of the brigade). The solution of
the spectral mystery is as logically solved as a fantasy can be, the solution to Anne's
unhappiness about being with her mother rather than with her gentle father is solved
satisfactorily, and the story is distinctive in characterization, dialogue, and writing
style.
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Wiseman, Bernard. Morris Has a Cold; written and illus. by Bernard Wiseman. Dodd, 1978.
77-12030. 46p. $5.25.
In an amusing story about a literal moose, suffering from a head cold, and his
R friend Boris the bear, solicitous but soon exasperated, Wiseman appeals both to the
1-3 sense of humor of young children and to their appreciation of the translation of a
familiar situation into an animal story; he also provides a pleasant experience for the
beginning independent reader who can enjoy word play in this very simply written
tale.
Wold, Jo Anne. Tell Them My Name Is Amanda; illus. by Dennis Hockerman. Whitman,
1977. 77-14297. 26p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $3.38 net.
Designed to help children understand the problems of the shy child, this is not very
NR successful because the author has chosen so weak a story line to support her goal.
2-3 Amanda Merriweather is shy; she very much wishes people would call her by her
real name, but they don't. She tries all sorts of signs, hints, shirts with her name on,
but people persist in calling her "Anna, Amy, Hannah ... " Finally she summons up
enough courage to ask her teacher to call her Amanda instead of Hannah; it simply
isn't believable that the teacher would have made such a mistake, compounded it by
saying "Are you sure?" when Amanda says her name is Amanda, or written on an
arithmetic paper headed "Amanda," "Nice work, Hannah," especially when one
incident shows that Amanda is correctly listed on the class roll.
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AARDEMA, ad. Who's in Rabbit's House? 73.
AARON. Spill. 41.
Aaron's Door. Miles. 21.
ABERCROMBIE, ed. Other Side of a Poem. 1.
ABRASHKIN. Danny Dunn and the Universal
Glue. 104.
Absolute Zero. Cresswell. 173.
Adam and the Wishing Charm. Moskin. 83.
Adam's Daughter. Samuels. 101.
ADAMSON. Charles Bear and the Mystery of
the Forest. 105.
ADKINS. Luther Tarbox. 89.
ADLER. Redwoods Are the Tallest Trees in the
World. 169.
ADOFF, ed. Celebrations; A New Anthology of
Black American Poetry. 105.
. Tornado! 41.
ADRIAN. Fireball Mystery. 137.
Africa Dream. Greenfield. 93.
AHLBERG. Burglar Bill. 1.
AIKEN, C. Little Who's Zoo of Mild Animals.
121.
AIKEN, J. Faithless Lollybird. 153.
. Far Forests. 25.
. Go Saddle the Sea. 137.
Airship Ladyship Adventure. Gathorne-Hardy.
15.
Alabama. Carpenter. 171.
Alan and Naomi. Levoy. 163.
ALBERT. Mine, Yours, Ours. 73.
Album of Chinese Americans. Sung. 53.
ALEKSIN. Alik The Detective. 121.
ALEXANDER, L. Town Cats and Other Tales.
89.
ALEXANDER, S. Small Plays for Special
Days. 1.
Alexander, Who Used to Be Rich Last Sunday.
Viorst. 168.
Alice Yazzie's Year. Maher. 130.
Alik the Detective. Aleksin. 121.
ALIKI. Many Lives of Benjamin Franklin. 105.
--- . Wild and Wooly Mammoths. 41.
All the Little Bunnies; A Counting Book.
Bridgman. 28.
Allan. Bridge of Friendship. 2.
ALLARD. It's So Nice To Have a Wolf Around
the House. 2.
ALLEN. Lord of the Dance. 25.
Alligator and His Uncle Tooth. Hayes. 33.
Along Came the Model T! How Henry Ford Put
the World on Wheels. Quackenbush. 148.
Amazing Bee. Fox. 46.
Amazing Dandelion. Selsam. 118.
AMBRUS. Mishka. 153.
Amelia's Flying Machine. Hazen. 16.
American Windmills. Cosner. 58.
Amifika. Clifton. 123.
ANDERS. Look at Death. 153.
. Look at Mental Retardation. 2.
ANDERSEN. Emperor's New Clothes. Gross,
ad. 89.
ANDERSON, L. Arion and the Dolphins. 169.
ANDERSON, M. Matilda's Masterpiece. 2.
ANDREWS. Nobody Comes to Dinner. 3.
ANGELL. In Summertime It's Tuffy. 25.
- . Ronnie and Rosey. 121.
Animal House. Cutler. 12.
Animals and Their Niches. Pringle. 117.
Anna's Magic Broom. Westman. 88.
Annerton Pit. Dickinson. 109.
ANNO, illus. Anno's Journey. 153.
Anno's Journey. Anno, illus. 153.
Ann's Spring. Curley. 12.
Anpao; An American Indian Odyssey. Highwa-
ter. 113.
APPEL, ad. Comte De Caylus. Heart of Ice. 76.
Apple Pigs. Orbach. 65.
ARCHER. Superspies. 42.
Are There Spooks in the Dark? Fregosi. 46.
Arion and the Dolphins. Anderson, L. 169.
ARNOSKY. Nathaniel. 169.
Arriving at a Place You've Never Left. Ruby.
68.
Art of Nancy Ekholm Burkert. Larkin, ed. 35.
Art of Photography. Glubok. 94.
ASHE. Getting Started in Tennis. 105.
ASIMOV. Golden Door; The United States
from 1865 to 1918. 169.
-- . Key Word and Other Mysteries. 154.
--- . Mars, the Red Planet. 137.
Ask Me What My Mother Does. Leiner. 180.
At the Circus. Booth. 138.
ATKIN. Paul Cuffe and the African Promised
Land. 3.
AUGARDE. Pig. 25.
Aunt Possum and the Pumpkin Man. Degen. 77.
Aurora and Socrates. Vestley. 120.
AVI. Emily Upham's Revenge. 170.
AYARS. We Hold These Truths; From Magna
Carta to the Bill of Rights. 122.
BABBITT. Eyes of the Amaryllis. 106.
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Baby Cardinal. Galinsky. 60.
Baby's Lap Book. Mother Goose. Chorao, illus.
146.
BACH. Grouchy Uncle Otto. 26.
Backstage. Maiorano. 181.
Bah! Humbug? Balian. 42.
BAKER. Settlers and Strangers. 106.
Bakery Factory. Jenness. 179.
BALDWIN. Little Man, Little Man. 73.
BALES. Tales of the Elders. 3.
BALIAN. Bah! Humbug? 42.
BANG, comp. Buried Moon and Other Stories.
26.
BANKS. Farthest-Away Mountain. 122.
--. My Darling Villain. 4.
--. Sarah and After; Five Women Who
Founded a Nation. 4.
Barbara Jordan. Haskins. 95.
Bargain Bride. Lampman. 19.
BARKER. Prince of Islam. 4.
BARKIN. Slapdash Alterations. 26
BARSAM. In the Dark. 57.
BARTEL. Biorhythm. 170.
BARTENBACH. Rockhound Trails. 5.
BASON. Those Foolish Molboes! 26.
Bat Is Born. Jarrell. 113.
BATES. Bugs in Your Ears. 89.
Battery Mates. Cox. 173.
BAWDEN. Rebel on a Rock. 170.
BAYLEY, illus. One Old Oxford Ox. 106.
BEAME. Emergency! 27.
Bear's Heart. Supree. 54.
Beast of Lor. Bulla. 123.
BEATTY. I Want My Sunday, Stranger! 122.
BECKER. Jewish Holiday Crafts. 74.
Bees and Honey. Oxford Scientific Films. 65.
BEGLEY. Deadline. 42.
Behind the Sealed Door; The Discovery of the
Tomb and Treasures of Tutankhamun.
Swinburne. 149.
BELL, tr. Hartling. Oma. 113.
Belonging. Kent. 162.
Bembelman's Bakery. Green, M. 177.
BENCHLEY. George the Drummer Boy. 5.
Beneath Your Feet. Simon, S. 69.
Benjamin Banneker. Patterson. 147.
Benjy's Boat Trip. Graham. 126.
BENNETT. Birthday Murderer. 90.
Benny. Cohen, B. 10.
BERGER, G. Coral Reef. 138.
BERGER, M. Jigsaw Continents. 154.
---. Supernatural. 154.
BERKEY. Guilty Book. 106.
BERNSTEIN. When People Die. 27.
BERSON, ad. Kassim's Shoes. 107.
Best of the Bargain. Domanska, ad. 59.
Best Train Set Ever. Hutchins, P. 179.
BETHANCOURT. Mortal Instruments. 5.
Betsy's Play School. Haywood. 78.
Better Gymnastics for Girls. Sullivan. 148.
Beyond the Desert Gate. Ray. 85.
Beyond the Inhabited World; Roman Britain.
Thwaite. 55.
Bible. Noah. Mee, ad. 154.
Bible. Noah and the Great Flood. Hutton, ad.
and illus. 122.
Bible. Noah's Ark. Spier, illus. 5.
BIERHORST, ed. Girl Who Married a Ghost
and Other Tales from the North American
Indian. 173.
Big Cheese. Bunting, E. 8.
Big Diamond's Boy. Goins. 46.
Big Ditch Waterways. Russell. 100.
Bilgewater. Gardam. 92.
Binary Numbers. Watson, C. 40.
Biorhythm. Bartel. 170.
Birdstones. Curry. 58.
Birth of a Foal. Miller, J. 21.
Birthday Murderer. Bennet. 90.
Birthday Wish. Emberley. 94.
BISCHOFF, ed. Quest. 6.
BITTER. Exploring with Pocket Calculators. 27.
Black Duck. Ferguson. 141.
BLACKBURN. Of Quarks, Quasars, and Other
Quirks. 90.
BLAU. Whatever Happened to Amelia Earhart?
155.
Blood Feud. Sutcliff. 54.
BLUE. Thirteenth Year; A Bar Mitzvah Story.
27.
Blue Jackal. Brown, M., ad. 29.
BLUMBERG: UFO. 74.
BLUME. Starring Sally J. Freedman As Herself.
6.
BOMANS. Wily Witch and All the Other Fairy
Tales and Fables. 6.
BOND. Great Big Paddington Book. 122.
- . Olga Carries On. 74.
BONHAM. Rascals from Haskell's Gym. 42.
BONSALL. Twelve Bells for Santa. 107.
Bony. Zweifel. 136.
Book of Big Bugs. Petie. 52.
Book of Scary Things. Showers. 69.
BOOTH. At the Circus. 138.
. In the City. 138.
Bordy. Mc Kay. 50.
BORLAND. Golden Circle; A Book of Months.
107.
BORNSTEIN. Dream of the Little Elephant. 28.
Borribles. De Larrabeiti. 174.
BOURNE. What Is Papa Up To Now? 42.
BOWEN. My Village, Sturbridge. 123.
Boy in That Situation. Hannam. 177.
Boy in the Moon. Olsen. 65.
Boy Named Mary Jane and Other Silly Verse.
Cole. 44.
BRADBURY. "I'm Vinny, I'm Me." 7.
BRADLEY. Shaping Room. 171.
Brainstorm. Myers. 132.
Brainwashing and Other Forms of Mind Control.
Hyde. 49.
BRAM. I Don't Want to Go to School. 74.
BRANCATO. Winning. 138.
BRANDENBERG. Nice New Neighbors. 75.
. What Can You Make of It? 28.
BRANSCUM. Saving of P.S. 7.
---. Three Buckets of Daylight. 138.
BRAUN. Nadia Comaneci. 7.
Bravest Babysitter. Greenberg. 159.
Breakfast for Sammy. Weissman, C. 150.
BREWTON, comp. Of Quarks, Quasars, and
Other Quirks. 90.
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Bridge of Friendship. Allan. 2.
Bridge to Terabithia. Paterson. 66.
Bridges. Corbett. 173.
BRIDGMAN. All the Little Bunnies; A Count-
ing Book. 28.
BRIGGS. Hobberdy Dick. 7.
BRODIE, ed. Stories My Grandfather Should
Have Told Me. 28.
BROGER. Running in Circles. 75.
BROOKS. Testing of Charlie Hammelman. 57.
BROWN, F. You're Somebody Special on a
Horse. 75.
BROWN, M., ad. Blue Jackal. 29.
BROWN, R. Cage. 139.
BROWNE. Mrs. Christie's Farmhouse. 75.
BROWNLEE. First Ships Around the World.
155.
BRYAN, ad. Dancing Granny. 8.
BUCH, arr. Holiday Song Book. 117.
BUCHAN. When We Lived with Pete. 171.
Buffalo Woman. Johnson, D. 17.
Bugs in Your Ears. Bates. 89.
BULLA. Beast of Lor. 123.
- . Keep Running, Allen! 171.
BUNTING, E. Big Cheese. 8.
.Ghost of Summer. 43.
BUNTING, G. Skateboards. 29.
Bunyip of Berkeley's Creek. Wagner. 150.
BURCH. Whitman Kick. 107.
BURCHARD, P. Whaleboat Raid. 43.
BURCHARD, S. Sports Star: Mark "The Bird"
Fidrych. 43.
Burglar Bill. Ahlberg. 1.
Buried Moon and Other Stories. Bang, comp. 26.
BURNINGHAM. Come Away from the Water,
Shirley. 76.
BURSTEIN. Slim Goodbody; The Inside Story.
29.
BURTON. To Ravensrigg. 8.
Bus Ride. Jewell. 143.
BUSCH. Wildflowers and the Stories behind
Their Names. 29.
Butterfly Cycle. Oxford Scientific Films. 23.
Cage. Brown, R. 139.
Caleb & Kate. Steig. 119.
CAMERON. Julia and the Hand of God. 108.
Cancer. Rev. ed. Silverstein. 53.
Cancer Lady; Maud Slye and Her Heredity
Studies. McCoy. 145
Cane in Her Hand. Litchfield. 180.
CANFIELD. Swan Cove. 155.
Can't You Make Them Behave, King George?
Fritz. 77.
Canyon Summer. Couffer. 124.
Cap That Mother Made. Westerberg, ad. 72.
CARAFOLI. Cookie Cookbook. 108.
Careers in Physical Rehabilitation Therapy.
Tour6. 102.
Carle. Grouchy Ladybug. 155.
Carlota. O'Dell. 84.
CARLSON, D. Plant People. 9.
CARLSON, N. Runaway Marie Louise. 76.
CARPENTER. Alabama. 171.
--- . Nigeria. 172.
CARR, ed. To Follow a Star. 139.
CARRICK, C. Sand Tiger Shark. 43.
CARRICK, M. Today Is Shrew's Day. 172.
Carrot Cake. Hogrogian. 79.
Carrousel. Kroeber. 97.
Carry Nation. Madison, A. 82.
Case of the Stolen Bagels. Colman. 124.
CASTLE. Face Talk, Hand Talk, Body Talk. 9.
Castle. Macaulay. 20.
Castledown. Gregorian. 47.
CATE. Never Is a Long, Long Time. 123.
CAULEY. Things to Make and Do For Thanks-
giving. 90.
CAVANNA. You Can't Take Twenty Dogs on
a Date. 30.
CAVENEY. Inside Mom. 30.
Celebrations; A New Anthology of Black Amer-
ican Poetry. Adoff, ed. 105.
CHALMERS. Merry Christmas, Harry. 57.
CHANCE. Stone of Offering. 43.
Changing City. Miiller. 22.
Changing Countryside. Miiller. 22.
Charles Bear and the Mystery of the Forest.
Adamson. 105.
Charlie's Dream. Farrow. 158.
Charmed Life. Jones, D. W. 113.
CHAUVIRE. Dance. 61.
Chemistry Careers. Taylor. 186.
Children of the Yukon. Harrison, T. 127.
Children's Crusade. Thompson. 186.
Child's Bestiary. Gardner. 92.
CHINERY. Enjoying Nature with Your Family.
172.
CHORAO. Lester's Overnight. 9.
, illus. Mother Goose. Baby's Lap Book.
146.
Christmas Grump. Low. 61.
Christmas Plays for Young Players. McSweeny.
82.
CHRISTOPHER. Diamond Champs. 9.
--- . Johnny No Hit. 90.
Christopher Discovers a Secret. Tauer. 102.
CHUKOVSKY. Telephone. 123.
Church Mice Adrift. Oakley. 23.
Cinnamon Cane. Pollowitz. 99.
City Rose. Miller, R. 50.
Claire and Emma. Peter. 147.
CLAPP. I'm Deborah Sampson. 10.
CLARK. Hundred Islands. 108.
CLEARY. Ramona and Her Father. 58.
CLEAVER. Queen of Hearts. 172.
CLIFFORD. Curse of the Moonraker. 139.
CLIFTON. Amifika. 123.
- . Everett Anderson's 1-2-3. 10.
COERR. Waza Wins at Windy Gulch. 30.
COHEN, B. Benny. 10.
--- . R My Name Is Rosie. 156.
COHEN, M. When Will I Read? 44.
Cold War. Helitzer. 95.
COLE. Boy Named Mary Jane and Other Silly
Verse. 44.
-- . Knock Knocks You've Never Heard Be-
fore. 30.
COLMAN. Case of the Stolen Bagels. 124.
- . Secret Life of Harold the Bird Watcher.
156.
-----. Sometimes I Don't Love My Mother. 58.
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COLWELL, comp. Magic Umbrella and Other
Stories for Telling. 11.
Come Away from the Water, Shirley. Burning-
ham, 76.
Come to the Edge. Cunningham. 11.
Confessions of a Teenage Baboon. Zindel. 151.
CONKLIN, G. Octopus and Other Ceph-
alopods. 91.
CONKLIN, P. Michael of Wales. 30.
COOK. Famous Firsts in Tennis. 156.
Cookie Cookbook. Carafoli. 108.
COOPER. Silver on the Tree. 76.
Coral Reef. Berger, G. 138.
CORBETT. Bridges. 173.
. Great McGoniggle Rides Shotgun. 109.
CORCORAN. Faraway Island. 31.
--. Hey, That's My Soul You're Stomping
On. 156.
COREY. Tomorrow You Can. 109.
COSNER. American Windmills. 58.
COUFFER. Canyon Summer. 124.
Cougar. McDearmon. 82.
"Could Be Worse!" Stevenson. 53.
COX. Battery Mates. 173.
CRAIG. Little Monsters. 124.
- , ad. Grimm. Donkey Prince. 47.
CRAWFORD. Letter Perfect. 157.
Crazy To Be Alive in Such a Strange World;
Poems About People. Larrick, comp. 19.
CRESSWELL. Absolute Zero. 173.
- Ordinary Jack. 11.
- Two Hoots. 139.
Cricket Boy. Ziner, ad. 151.
Cricket's Expeditions. Leverich, ed. 129.
Crocodile & Pierrot. Hoban, R. 34.
Crocus. Duvoisin. 110.
Crystal Is My Friend. Gordon, S. 176.
CUMMINGS. Hew Against the Grain. 11.
. Let a River Be. 157.
CUNNINGHAM. Come to the Edge. 11.
CURLEY. Ann's Spring. 12.
CURRY. Birdstones. 58.
. Poor Tom's Ghost. 12.
Curse of the Moonraker. Clifford. 139.
CURTIS, comp. Girl Who Married a Ghost and
Other Tales from the North American In-
dian. 173.
CUTLER. Animal House. 12.
Cycle of the Seasons. White, W. 88.
Daisy Hooee Nampeyo. Fowler. 46.
Dam Builders. Kelly. 180.
Dance. Lemaitre. 61.
Dancing Granny. Bryan, ad. 8.
Danger in Dinosaur Valley. Nixon. 181.
Dangerous Adventure! Lindbergh's Famous
Flight. Gross. 112.
Daniel Inouye. Goodsell. 126.
Danny Dunn and the Universal Glue. Williams,
J. 104.
DANZIGER. Pistachio Prescription. 140.
DARLING. Jack Frost and the Magic Paint
Brush. 13.
Date Palm. Simon, H. 185.
DAVIS, comp. January Fog Will Freeze a Hog
and Other Weather Folklore. 44.
Day at the Bottom of the Sea. Parks. 116.
Days When the Animals Talked. Faulkner. 111.
Days with Daddy. Watson, P. 136.
Deadline. Begley. 42.
DEAN. How Animals Communicate. 13.
DE ANGELI. Whistle for the Crossing. 31.
Dear Greta Garbo. Talbot. 149.
DE CAYLUS. Heart of Ice. Appel, ad. 76.
DEGEN. Aunt Possum and the Pumpkin Man.
77.
DEGENS. Game on Thatcher Island. 157.
DE LARRABEITI. Borribles. 174.
DELTON. My Mom Hates Me in January. 44.
DE PAOLA. Helga's Dowry. 59.
--- . Popcorn Book. 174.
--- .Quicksand Book. 13.
DE PRESSENSE. Emily. 174.
- . Emily and Arthur. 174.
Deserter. Gray, N. 92.
Devil Hole. Spence. 37.
Devil's Bridge. Scribner, ad. 184.
Diamond Champs. Christopher. 9.
DICKINSON. Annerton Pit. 109.
DILLON. Shadow of Vesuvius. 124.
DITZEL. Railroad Yard. 140.
DIXON. Summer of the White Goat. 31.
DOBRIN. Peter Rabbit's Natural Foods Cook-
book. 44.
Dr. Beaumont and the Man with the Hole in His
Stomach. Epstein. 174.
Doctors For the People. Levy. 97.
Dodo Every Day. Vogel. 71.
Dog's Book of Birds. Parnall. 116.
DOLAN. How to Leave Home-and Make
Everybody Like It. 125.
. Martina Navratilova. 109.
Dollhouse Magic; How to Make and Find Simple
Dollhouse Furniture. Roche. 118.
DOMANSKA, ad. Best of the Bargain. 59.
Donkey Prince. Grimm. 47.
Don't Spill It Again, James. Wells. 72.
Doubting Kind. Prince. 133.
Down in the Boondocks. Gage. 92.
Dragon Circle. Krensky. 97.
DRAGONWAGON. Will It Be Okay? 14.
. Your Owl Friend. 110.
Dream of the Little Elephant. Bornstein. 28.
Drowned Ammet. Jones, D. W. 161.
Duke; The Musical Life of Duke Ellington.
Gutman. 32.
DUNLOP. House on Mayferry Street. 91.
DUNNAHOO. Who Needs Espie Sanchez?
140.
DURELL, ed. Just for Fun. 110.
DUVOISIN. Crocus. 110.
EAGAR. Time Tangle. 45.
Easy Hockey Book. Kalb. 114.
Echoes of the Sea. Parker, E., comp. 66.
Economic Growth Debate. Pringle. 183.
Ed Emberley's Great Thumbprint Drawing
Book. Emberley. 14.
Edward Troy and the Witch Cat. Sargent. 184.
Egypt. Perl. 52.
EHRLICH. Everyday Train. 45.
Elephant & Friends. Freschet. 175.
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Elizabeth Catches a Fish. Thomas. 55.
EMBERLEY, illus. Birthday Wish. 94.
. Ed Emberley's Great Thumbprint Draw-
ing Book. 14.
Emergency! Beame. 27.
Emergency! 10-33 on Channel 11! Milton. 51.
EMERSON. Wonders of Starfish. 49.
Emily. De Pr6ssens6. 174.
Emily and Arthur. De Pressens6. 174.
Emily Upham's Revenge. Avi. 170.
EMMET. Mind Tickling Brainteasers. 158.
Emperor's New Clothes. Andersen. 89.
Empty Chair. Kaplan. 162.
Encyclopedia Brown and The Case of the Mid-
night Visitor. Sobol. 135.
ENGDAHL. Subnuclear Zoo; New Discoveries
in High Energy Physics. 125.
ENGLISH. Women at Their Work. 45.
Enjoying Nature with Your Family. Chinery.
172.
EPSTEIN. Dr. Beaumont and the Man with the
Hole in His Stomach. 174.
Eskimos. Meyer, C. 131.
ETTER. Get Those Rebounds! 175.
Ever-After Island. Hill. 34.
Everett Anderson's 1-2-3. Clifton. 10.
Everyday Train. Ehrlich. 45.
Exploring with Pocket Calculators. Bitter. 27.
EYERLY. He's My Baby, Now. 14.
Eyes of the Amaryllis. Babbitt. 106.
Fables You Shouldn't Pay Any Attention To.
Heide. 178.
Face Talk, Hand Talk, Body Talk. Castle. 9.
Fair Game. O'Hanlon. 65.
Faithless Lollybird. Aiken, J. 153.
Famous Firsts in Tennis. Cook. 156.
Famous Forward Pass Pair. Renick. 118.
Far Forests. Aiken, J. 25.
Faraway Island. Corcoran. 31.
FARBER. Ship in a Storm on the Way to Tar-
shish. 140.
, ad. Three Wanderers from Wapping. 158.
Farm. Humphrey. 142.
FARMER. Year King. 125.
FARROW. Charlie's Dream. 158.
Farthest-Away Mountain. Banks. 122.
Fast and Easy Needlepoint. Hodgson. 161.
Fat Men from Space. Pinkwater. 99.
FAULKNER. Days When the Animals Talked.
1ll.
FERGUSON. Black Duck. 141.
FERMAN, ed. Graven Images: Three Original
Novellas of Science Fiction. 125.
FERRY. O Zebron Falls! I11.
FIFE. Who'll Vote for Lincoln? 45.
Fireball Mystery. Adrian. 137.
FIRST. Move Over, Beethoven. 126.
First Look at Flowers. Selsam. 68.
First Look at the World of Plants. Selsam. 166.
First Ships Around the World. Brownlee. 155.
Fish Story. Tallon. 54.
FISHER. Huts, Hovels & Houses. 91.
Flamingo Is Born. Zoll. 152.
FLEISCHMAN. McBroom and the Beanstalk.
175.
FLORY. It Was a Pretty Good Year. 91.
- . Unexpected Grandchildren. 59.
Flying High. Powers. 133.
Follow That Bus! Hutchins, P. 48.
Forecast. Hall, M. 112.
Forest Christmas. Holm. 96.
Four Miles to Pinecone. Hassler. 33.
FOWLER. Daisy Hooee Nampeyo. 46.
FOX. Amazing Bee. 46.
Foxman. Paulsen. 66.
FREEDMAN. How Birds Fly. 111.
FREEMAN. Haunting Air. 141.
FREGOSI. Are There Spooks in the Dark? 46.
FRESCHET. Elephant & Friends. 175.
. Little Black Bear Goes For a Walk. 59.
- . Porcupine Baby. 141.
Friends of Abu Ali. Van Woerkom, ad. 187.
Friends of the Road. Sorensen. 148.
FRITZ. Can't You Make Them Behave, King
George? 77.
Frog Band and Durrington Dormouse. Smith, J.
185.
Frogs Who Wanted a King. La Fontaine. 144.
From Apple Seed to Applesauce. Johnson, H.
49.
From Morn to Midnight. Moss, comp. 146.
Frozen Fire. Houston. 113.
Furl of Fairy Wind. Hunter. 142.
GACKENBACH. Harry and the Terrible
Whatzit. 14.
GAGE. Down in the Boondocks. 92.
GALINSKY. Baby Cardinal. 60.
Game on Thatcher Island. Degens. 157.
GARDAM. Bilgewater. 92.
GARDNER. Child's Bestiary. 92.
. In the Suicide Mountains. 126.
GATHORNE-HARDY. Airship Ladyship Ad-
venture. 15.
GAUCH. Impossible Major Rogers. 158.
GEMME. True Book of the Mars Landing. 175.
Genessee Queen. Madison, W. 83.
Gentle Desert. Pringle. 133.
Gentlehands. Kerr. 129.
Gentleman Jim and the Great John L. Hoff. 96.
Genuine, Ingenious, Thrift Shop Genie, Clarissa
Mae Bean & Me. Keller, B. 143.
GEORGE. Wentletrap Trap. 176.
George the Babysitter. Hughes. 178.
George the Drummer Boy. Benchley. 5.
GERSTING. Yes-No; Stop-Go. 111.
Get Those Rebounds! Etter. 175.
Getting Nowhere. Greene, C. C. 112.
Getting Started in Tennis. Ashe. 105.
Ghost of Summer. Bunting, E. 43.
Ghost of the Gravestone Hearth. Haynes. 60.
Ghost on the Hill. Gordon, J. 32.
Ghost with the Halloween Hiccups. Mooser. 64.
Ghosts I Have Been. Peck, R. 117.
Giant Animals. Smith, H. 86.
Gift of Winter. Leach, J. 115.
Gift Outright; America to Her Poets. Plotz, ed.
147.
Gifts from Space. Taylor. 186.
GIOVANNETTI, illus. Max. 46.
Girl Who Had No Name. Rabe. 85.
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Girl Who Married a Ghost and Other Tales from
the North American Indian. Curtis, comp.
173.
GLAEK. Christopher Discovers a Secret. 102.
GLUBOK. Art of Photography. 94.
Go Away, Stay Away. Haley. 94.
Go Saddle the Sea. Aiken, J. 137.
GOINS. Big Diamond's Boy. 46.
- . Long Winter Sleep; The Story of Mam-
mal Hibernation. 176.
Golden Circle; A Book of Months. Borland. 107.
Golden Door; The United States from 1865 to
1918. Asimov. 169.
Goldenrod. Towne. 149.
GOLDREICH. What Can She Be? A Film Pro-
ducer. 141.
Good Mousekeeper. Kraus. 49.
Good News. Greenfield. 32.
GOODALL, illus. Surprise Picnic. 31.
GOODE. People of the First Cities. 142.
GOODSELL. Daniel Inouye. 126.
GORDON, J. Ghost on the Hill. 32.
GORDON, S. Crystal Is My Friend. 176.
GRAHAM. Benjy's Boat Trip. 126.
Grandmother Orphan. Green, P. 111.
Grandpa-and Me. Tolan. 187.
Grandpa Had a Windmill, Grandma Had a
Churn. Jackson. 80.
Grandparents Around the World. Raynor. 24.
Graven Images: Three Original Novellas of Sci-
ence Fiction. Ferman, ed. 125.
Gray, G. How Far, Felipe? 176.
GRAY, N. Deserter. 92.
Great Aquarium Book. Sarnoff. 86.
Great Big Elephant and the Very Small Elephant.
Seuling. 36.
Great Big Paddington Book. Bond. 122.
Great Gilly Hopkins. Paterson. 146.
Great McGoniggle Rides Shotgun. Corbett. 109.
Great Rat Island Adventure. Talbot. 102.
Green Coat. Gripe. 15.
GREEN, M. Bembelman's Bakery. 177.
GREEN, P. Grandmother Orphan. 111.
. Walkie-Talkie. 159.
GREENBERG. Bravest Babysitter. 159.
GREENE, B. Morning Is a Long Time Coming.
127.
GREENE, C. Man & Ancient Civilizations. 77.
GREENE, C. C. Getting Nowhere. 112.
GREENFELD. Gypsies. 127.
GREENFIELD. Africa Dream. 93.
SGood News. 32.
-- . Honey, I Love and Other Love Poems.
177.
GREENWALD. Mariah Delany Lending Li-
brary Disaster. 93.
. Secret in Miranda's Closet. 15.
GREGORIAN. Castledown. 47.
GRIMES. Growin'. 127.
GRIMM. Donkey Prince. Craig, ad. 47.
---. Grimm's Tales for Young and Old.
Manheim, tr. 93.
---. Sleeping Beauty. Hyman, ad. and illus.
93.
--- . Thorn Rose. Le Cain, illus. 159.
Grimms' Tales for Young and Old. Grimm. 93.
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GRIPE. Green Coat. 15.
GROCH. Play the Bach, Dear! 159.
GROSS. Dangerous Adventure! Lindbergh's
Famous Flight. 112.
-- , ad. Andersen. Emperor's New CLothes.
89.
Grouch and the Tower and Other Sillies.
O'Brien. 116.
Grouchy Ladybug. Carle. 155.
Grouchy Uncle Otto. Bach. 26.
Growin'. Grimes. 127
Guilty Book. Berkey. 106.
Guinness Book of Extraordinary Exploits.
McWhirter. 130.
GULLO. When People Die. 27.
Gulls of Smuttynose Island. Scott. 101.
GUTMAN. Duke; The Musical Life of Duke
Ellington. 32.
- . Modern Women Superstars. 160.
Gymnastics and You. Resnick. 166.
Gypsies. Greenfeld. 127.
HALE. Night of the Hurricane. 177.
HALEY. Go Away, Stay Away. 94.
Half a Kingdom. McGovern. 50.
HALL, C. I Been There. 33.
HALL, M. Forecast. 112.
HANNAM. Boy in That Situation. 177.
Hannibal and His 37 Elephants. Hirsh. 95.
HAPGOOD. Martha's Mad Day. 78.
Hard Way Home. Shaw. 86.
HARPER. How We Live. 94.
. How We Work. 94.
HARRIS, C. Mouse Woman and the
Mischief-Makers. 78.
HARRIS, M. Sharks and Troubled Waters. 177.
HARRIS, S. Swimming Mammals. 95.
HARRISON, H. Men from P.I.G. and
R.O.B.O.T. 142.
HARRISON, T. Children of the Yukon. 127.
Harry and Shellburt. Van Woerkom. 70.
Harry and the Terrible Whatzit. Gackenbach. 14.
HARTLING. Oma. 113.
HASKINS. Barbara Jordan. 95.
. Life and Death of Martin Luther King,
Jr. 78.
HASSLER. Four Miles to Pinecone. 33.
Haunting Air. Freeman. 141.
Haunting of Julie Unger. Lutters. 81.
HAUSMAN. Mystery at Sans Souci. 160.
Hawkins. Wallace. 39.
HAYES. Alligator and His Uncle Tooth. 33.
HAYNES. Ghost of the Gravestone Hearth. 60.
HAYS. Our Changing Climate. 128.
HAYWOOD. Betsy's Play School. 78.
HAZEN. Amelia's Flying Machine. 16.
HEARNE. South Star. 78.
Heart of Ice. De Caylus. 76.
Heartbreak Tennis. Walden. 71.
HEATH. Max the Great. 47.
HEIDE. Fables You Shouldn't Pay Any Atten-
tion To. 178.
--- . Mystery of the Midnight Message. 128.
Heir of Sea & Fire. McKillip. 98.
Helga's Dowry. De Paola. 59.
HELITZER. Cold War. 95.
HELLSING. Wonderful Pumpkin. 48.
HENRY. Little Book of Big Knock Knock
Jokes. 33.
He's My Baby, Now. Eyerly. 14.
Hew Against the Grain. Cummings. 11.
Hey, That's My Soul You're Stomping On. Cor-
coran. 156.
Hidden World; Life under a Rock. Pringle. 67.
HIGHAM. Life in the Old Stone Age. 142.
HIGHWATER. Anpao; An American Indian
Odyssey. 113.
HILDICK. Louie's Ransom. 160.
- . Top-Flight Fully-Automated Junior High
School Girl Detective. 60.
HILL. Ever-After Island. 34.
HIRSCH, K. My Sister. 160.
HIRSCH, L. Sick Story. 16.
HIRSH. Hannibal and His 37 Elephants. 95.
His Mother's Dog. Skorpen. 185.
Hitchhike. Holland, I. 79.
HOBAN, L. I Met a Traveller. 128.
- . Mr. Pig and Sonny Too. 96.
HOBAN, R. Crocodile & Pierrot. 34.
Hobberdy Dick. Briggs. 7.
HODGSON. Fast and Easy Needlepoint. 161.
HOFF. Gentleman Jim and the Great John L.
96.
-- . Walpole. 48.
HOGROGIAN. Carrot Cake. 79.
Holiday Song Book. Quackenbush, comp. 117.
HOLLAND, B. Pony Problem. 48.
HOLLAND, I. Hitchhike. 79.
HOLM. Forest Christmas. 96.
Honey, I Love and Other Love Poems.
Greenfield. 177.
HONIG. Winter Always Comes. 16.
HOOKS. Maria's Cave. 16.
HOOVER. Rains of Eridan. 96.
HOPKINS. Monsters, Ghoulies and Creepy
Creatures. 178.
HOPPE. Lesson Is Murder. 17.
Horse for X.Y.Z. Moeri. 63.
Horse Like Mr. Ragman. Rivers-Coffey. 100.
HORWITZ. Madness, Magic, and Medicine. 34.
Hotel and Motel Careers. Peck, R. H. 66.
Hotheads. LeRoy. 36.
House on Mayferry Street. Dunlop. 91.
HOUSTON. Frozen Fire. 113.
HOVEY. Mind of Her Own; Life of the Writer
George Sand. 79.
How Animals Communicate. Dean. 13.
How Birds Fly. Freedman. 111.
How Do They Package It? Sullivan. 38.
How Far, Felipe? Gray, G. 176.
How the Rabbit Stole the Moon. Moeri. 63.
How to Become King. Terlouw. 135.
How to Leave Home-and Make Everybody
Like It. Dolan. 125.
How to Run a Railroad; Everything You Need
to Know About Model Trains. Weiss, H. 88.
How We Live. Harper. 94.
How We Work. Harper. 94.
How's It Made? A Photo Tour of Seven Small
Factories. Lewis, illus. 115.
HUFF. Let's Make Paper Dolls. 178.
Hug Me. Stren. 102.
HUGHES. George the Babysitter. 178.
Hugo and the Man Who Stole Colors. Ross, T.
67.
HUMPHREY. Farm. 142.
Hundred Islands. Clark. 108.
Hundred Thousand Dollar Farm. Walker. 39.
Hundreth Dove and Other Tales. Yolen. 168.
HUNT. I. William. 17.
HUNT, J. First Look at Flowers. 68.
. First Look at the World of Plants. 166.
HUNTER. Furl of Fairy Wind. 142.
HURD. Look for a Bird. 79.
--- . Mother Chimpanzee. 143.
Hurrah for Alexander. Marsh. 131.
HURWITZ. Law of Gravity. 129.
HUTCHINS, P. Best Train Set Ever. 179.
. Follow That Bus! 48.
HUTCHINS, R. Look at Ants. 179.
Huts, Hovels & Houses. Fisher. 91.
HUTTON, ad. and illus. Bible. Noah and the
Great Flood. 122.
HYDE. Brainwashing and Other Forms of Mind
Control. 49.
- . Juvenile Justice and Injustice. 96.
HYMAN, ad. and illus. Grimm. Sleeping
Beauty. 93.
I Been There. Hall, C. 33.
I Didn't Want to Be Nice. Jones, P. 179.
I Don't Care. Sharmat. 37.
I Don't Want to Go to School. Bram. 74.
I Know You Cheated. McLenighan. 98.
I Like the Library. Rockwell, A. 100.
I Met a Traveller. Hoban, L. 128.
I Used To. Lisker. 20.
I Want My Sunday, Stranger! Beatty. 122.
Ice Is Coming. Wrightson. 104.
If I Could Be My Grandmother. Kroll. 144.
If I'm Lost, How Come I Found You? Oleksy.
132.
I'll Love You When You're More Like Me.
Kerr. 18.
I'm Deborah Sampson. Clapp. 10.
"I'm Vinny, I'm Me." Bradbury. 7.
Impossible Major Rogers. Gauch. 158.
In Search of Margaret Fuller. Slater. 167.
In Search of Peace. Meyer, E. 146.
In Summertime It's Tuffy. Angell. 25.
In the City. Booth. 138.
In the Dark. Barsam. 57.
In the Suicide Mountains. Gardner. 126.
Inside Mom. Caveney. 30.
Instruments of Music. Luttrell. 163.
ISADORA. Backstage. 181.
. Potters' Kitchen. 17.
It Was a Pretty Good Year. Flory. 91.
Itch, Sniffle & Sneeze. Silverstein. 134.
It's Halloween. Prelutsky. 67.
It's So Nice To Have a Wolf Around the House.
Allard. 2.
Jack Frost and the Magic Paint Brush. Darling.
13.
JACKSON. Grandpa Had a Windmill, Grandma
Had a Churn. 80.
JACOBSON. Wonders of Starfish. 49.
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JAMES. Slapdash Alterations. 26.
Jane, Wishing. Tobias. 39.
January Fog Will Freeze a Hog and Other
Weather Folklore. Davis, comp. 44.
JARRELL. Bat Is Born. 113.
JENNESS. Bakery Factory. 179.
JEWELL. Bus Ride. 143.
Jewish Holiday Book. Lazar. 81.
Jewish Holiday Crafts. Becker. 74.
Jigsaw Continents. Berger, M. 154.
Jimmy Carter. Mercer. 63.
JOBB. My Garden Companion. 34.
Joel Schick's Christmas Present. Schick. 86.
Johnny No Hit. Christopher. 90.
JOHNSON, A. Value of Respect; The Story of
Abraham Lincoln. 161.
JOHNSON, D. Buffalo Woman. 17.
JOHNSON, H. From Apple Seed to
Applesauce. 49.
JOHNSON, S. Value of Curiosity; The Story of
Christopher Columbus. 161.
JOHNSTON. Mustard Seed of Magic. 97.
. Sanctuary Tree. 18.
Jon O. Ominsky. 23.
JONES, D. C., ad. Puppet Plays from Favorite
Stories. 145.
JONES, D. W. Charmed Life. 113.
.Drowned Ammet. 161.
JONES, P. I Didn't Want to Be Nice. 179.
Jovem Portugal; After the Revolution. Laure.
115.
Julia and the Hand of God. Cameron. 108.
Just for Fun. Durell, ed. 110.
Juvenile Justice and Injustice. Hyde. 96.
KALB. Easy Hockey Book. 114.
KAPLAN. Empty Chair. 162.
Kassim's Shoes. Berson, ad. 107.
KATZ. Volleyball Jinx. 143.
KEENE. Secret of the Twin Puppets. 162.
Keep Running, Allen! Bulla. 171.
Keep Stompin' Till the Music Stops. Pevsner.
24.
KELLER, B. Genuine, Ingenious, Thrift Shop
Genie, Clarissa Mae Bean & Me. 143.
KELLER, C., comp. Laughing. 80.
KELLOGG. Mysterious Tadpole. 114.
KELLY. Dam Builders. 180.




. I'll Love You When You're More Like
Me. 18.
KEY. Sword of Aradel. 35.
Key Word and Other Mysteries. Asimov. 154.
Kid Power. Pfeffer. 85.
Kids Outdoor Gardening. Paul. 182.
KLUGER. Secret Ship. 180.
Knock Knocks You've Never Heard Before.
Cole. 30.
KOEHN. Mischling, Second Degree. 80.
Konrad. Nostlinger. 98.
KRAMER. Queen's Tears and Elephant's Ears;
A Guide to Growing Unusual House Plants.
114.
KRAUS. Good Mousekeeper. 49.
- . Noel the Coward. 115.
KREMENTZ. Very Young Rider. 144.
KRENSKY. Dragon Circle. 97.
KROEBER. Carrousel. 97.
KROLL. If I Could Be My Grandmother. 144.
- . Santa's Crash-Bang Christmas. 49.
- . Sleepy Ida and Other Nonsense Poems.
35.
KUCZKOWSKI. Yes-No; Stop-Go. 111.
LA FONTAINE. Frogs Who Wanted a King.
Smith, E., comp. 144.
LAMPMAN. Bargain Bride. 19.
- . Squaw Man's Son. 162.
Land of the Giant Tortoise. Selsam. 101.
LANGTON. Paper Chains. 19.
LARKIN, ed. Art of Nancy Ekholm Burkert.
35.
LARRICK, comp. Crazy To Be Alive in Such a
Strange World; Poems About People. 19.
LASKER. Lentil Soup. 80.
- . Strange Voyage of Neptune's Car. 144.
LASSALLE, ed. Midsummer Night's Dream;
The Story of the New York City Ballet's
Production. 60.
Last Sunday. Peck, R. N. 84.
Last Wild Horse. Weeks. 136.
Laughing. Keller, C., comp. 80.
LAURE. Jovem Portugal; After the Revolution.
115.
LAVINE. Wonders of Terrariums. 180.
Law of Gravity. Hurwitz. 129.
LAWLER. Substitute. 81.
LAYCOCK. Mysteries, Monsters and Untold
Secrets. 163.
LAZAR. Jewish Holiday Book. 81.
LEACH, J. Gift of Winter. 115.
LEACH, M. Lion Sneezed; Folktales and Myths
of the Cat. 163.
Leave Well Enough Alone. Wells. 40.
LE CAIN, illus. Grimm. Thorn Rose. 159.
LEE. Once Upon Another Time. 35.
Left-Hander's World. Silverstein. 166.
LEINER. Ask Me What My Mother Does. 180.
LEMAITRE. Dance. 61.
Lentil Soup. Lasker. 80.
LeROY. Hotheads. 36.
Lesson Is Murder. Hoppe. 17.
Lester's Overnight. Chorao. 9.
Let a River Be. Cummings. 157.
Let's Make Paper Dolls. Huff. 178.
Letter Perfect. Crawford. 157.
LEVERICH, ed. Cricket's Expeditions. 129.
LEVOY. Alan and Naomi. 163.
LEVY. Doctors For the People. 97.
. Something Queer at the Library. 61.
LEWIS, B. Meet the Computer. 81.
LEWIS, G., comp. Masters of Shades and
Shadows; An Anthology of Great Ghost
Stories. 164.
LEWIS, S., illus. How's It Made? A Photo Tour
of Seven Small Factories. 115.
Life and Death of Martin Luther King, Jr. Has-
kins. 78.
Life in the Old Stone Age. Higham. 142.
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LINES, comp. Uttley. Stories of Christmas. 103.
LINGARD. Snake Among the Sunflowers. 130.
Lion Sneezed; Folktales and Myths of the Cat.
Leach, M. 163.
LISKER. I Used To. 20.
LIST. Walk in the Forest; The Woodlands of
North America. 20.
Listen for the Singing. Little 50.
LISTON. Terrorism. 145.
LITCHFIELD. Cane in Her Hand. 180.
LITTLE. Listen for the Singing. 50.
Little Black Bear Goes for a Walk. Freschet. 59.
Little Book of Big Knock Knock Jokes. Henry.
33.
Little Dogs of the Prairie. Scott. 53.
Little Man, Little Man. Baldwin. 73.
Little Monsters. Craig. 124.
Little Otter Remembers and Other Stories.
Tompert. 87.
Little Who's Zoo of Mild Animals. Aiken, C.
121.
LIVINGSTON, ed. O Frabjous Day! 81.
LOBEL. Small Sheep in a Pear Tree. 61.
LOGUE, ad. Perrault. Puss in Boots. 84.
Long Way Down. White, R. 150.
Long Winter Sleep; the Story of Mammal Hiber-
nation. Goins. 176.
Look at Adoption. Pursell. 183.
Look at Ants. Hutchins, R. 179.
Look at Death. Anders. 153.
Look at Mental Retardation. Anders. 2.
Look at This. Rockwell, H. 166.
Look for a Bird. Hurd. 79.
Lord of the Dance. Allen. 25.
Louie's Ransom. Hildick. 160.
LOW. Christmas Grump. 61.
LOWERY. Oil. 62.
Luckie Star. Waldron. 39.
Luther Tarbox. Adkins. 89.
LUTTERS. Haunting of Julie Unger. 81.
LUTTRELL. Instruments of Music. 163.
LYON. Mystery of Stonehenge. 145.
LYTTLE. Martina Navratilova. 109.
MACAULAY. Castle. 20.
McBroom and the Beanstalk. Fleischman. 175.
McCARTHY. Mr. Raccoon and His Friends.
164.
McCASLIN. Puppet Fun. 181.
McCLUNG. Peeper, First Voice of Spring. 82.
McCORD. One at a Time. 116.
McCOY. Cancer Lady; Maud Slye and Her
Heredity Studies. 145.
McDEARMON. Cougar. 82.
McDERMOTT, ad. Voyage of Osiris. 130.
MACE. Out There. 145.
McGOVERN. Half a Kingdom. 50.
McGRAW. Really Weird Summer. 62.
McHARGUE. Talking Table Mystery. 20.
MACK. Where's My Cheese? 62.
Mc KAY. Bordy. 50.
McKILLIP. Heir of Sea & Fire. 98.
McLENIGHAN. I Know You Cheated. 98.
McNULTY. Mouse and Tim. 164.
McPHEE. Rounds with a Country Vet. 164.
McSWEENY. Christmas Plays for Young
Players. 82.
McWHIRTER. Guinness Book of Extraor-
dinary Exploits. 130.
MADISON, A. Carry Nation. 82.
MADISON, W. Genessee Queen. 83.
Madness, Magic and Medicine. Horwitz. 34.
Magic Umbrella and Other Stories for Telling.
Colwell, comp. 11.
MAHER. Alice Yazzie's Year. 130.
MAHLMANN, ad. Puppet Plays from Favorite
Stories. 145.
MAIORANO. Backstage. 181.
MALZBERG, ed. Graven Images: Three Origi-
nal Novellas of Science Fiction. 125.
Man & Ancient Civilizations. Greene, C. 77.
MANCHEL. Women on the Hollywood Screen.
62.
MANHEIM, tr. Grimm. Grimms' Tales for
Young and Old. 93.
MANLEY, comp. Masters of Shades and
Shadows; An Anthology of Great Ghost
Stories. 164.
MANN. Secret Ship. 180.
. There Are Two Kinds of Terrible. 21.
Many Lives of Benjamin Franklin. Aliki. 105.
Maria Mitchell, First Lady of American As-
tronomy. Morgan. 131.
Mariah Delany Lending Library Disaster.
Greenwald. 93.
Maria's Cave. Hooks. 16.
Mars, the Red Planet. Asimov. 137.
MARSH. Hurrah for Alexander. 131.
Martha's Mad Day. Hapgood. 78.
Martina Navratilova. Dolan. 109.
Masters of Shades and Shadows; An Anthology
of Great Ghost Stories. Manley, comp. 164.
Matilda's Masterpiece. Anderson, M. 2.
Max. Giovannetti, illus. 46
Max the Great. Heath. 47.
MAYER, illus. Poison Tree and Other Poems.
63.
MEE, ad. Bible. Noah. 154.
Meet Guguze. Vangheli. 119.
Meet the Computer. Lewis, B. 81.
Men from P.I.G. and R.O.B.O.T. Harrison, H.
142.
MERCER. Jimmy Carter. 63.
MERRICK. Christopher Discovers a Secret.
102.
Merry Christmas, Harry. Chalmers. 57.
METAYER, ed. Tales from the Igloo. 21.
METOS. Exploring with Pocket Calculators. 27.
MEYER, C. Eskimos. 131.
MEYER, E. In Search of Peace. 146
Mice on My Mind. Waber. 103.
Michael of Wales. Conklin, P. 30.
Midsummer Night's Dream; The Story of the
New York City Ballet's Production. Las-
salle, ed. 60.
MILES. Aaron's Door. 21.
--- . Small Rabbit. 98.
MILLER, J. Birth of a Foal. 21.
MILLER, M. Doctors For the People. 97.
MILLER, R. City Rose. 50.
MILNE. Pooh's Quiz Book. 83.
MILTON. Emergency! 10-33 on Channel 11! 51.
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Mind of Her Own; Life of the Writer George
Sand. Hovey. 79.
Mind Tickling Brainteasers. Emmet. 158.
Mine, Yours, Ours. Albert. 73.
Misbehavin' with Fats. Sill. 185.
Mischling, Second Degree. Koehn. 80.
Mishka. Ambrus. 153.
Mrs. Christie's Farmhouse. Browne. 75.
Mr. Pig and Sonny Too. Hoban, L. 96.
Mr. Plum's Paradise. Trimby. 55.
Mr. Raccoon and His Friends. McCarthy. 164.
Modern Women Superstars. Gutman. 160.
MOERI. Horse for X. Y.Z. 63.
- .How the Rabbit Stole the Moon. 63.
Mojo and the Russians. Myers. 132.
MONJO. Namesake for Nathan. 83.
Monster Night at Grandma's House. Peck, R.
23.
Monsters, Ghoulies and Creepy Creatures.
Hopkins. 178.
Moon. Shuttlesworth. 134.
MOORE, C. Night Before Christmas. 63.
MOORE, S. Secret Island. 131.
MOOSER. Ghost with the Halloween Hiccups.
64.
MORGAN. Maria Mitchell, First Lady of
American Astronomy. 131.
Morning Is a Long Time Coming. Greene, B.
127.
Morris Has a Cold. Wiseman. 188.
MORRISON. Sidewalk Racer and Other Poems
of Sports and Motion. 64.
Mortal Instruments. Bethancourt. 5.
MORTON, ed. Russian Plays for Young Audi-
ences. 181.
MOSKIN. Adam and the Wishing Charm. 83.
MOSS, comp. From Morn to Midnight. 146.
Mother Chimpanzee. Hurd. 143.
MOTHER GOOSE. Baby's Lap Book. Chorao,
illus. 146.
Mouse and Tim. McNulty. 164.
Mouse on the Fourteenth Floor. Thayer, J. 38.
Mouse Woman and the Mischief-Makers. Harris,
C. 78.
Move Over, Beethoven. First. 126.
Ms. Klondike. Ross, J. 100.
MULLER. Changing City. 22.
. Changing Countryside. 22.
MURPHY, B. No Place to Run. 64.
MURPHY, S. Silver Woven in My Hair. 51.
MURRAY, ed. Sport Magazine's All-Time All
Stars. 22.
Museum People; Collectors and Keepers at the
Smithsonian. Thomson. 135.
Mustard Seed of Magic. Johnston. 97.
My Brother Steven Is Retarded. Sobol, H. 37.
My Darling Villain. Banks. 4.
My Garden Companion. Jobb. 34.
My Mom Hates Me in January. Delton. 44.
My Sister. Hirsch, K. 160.
My Village, Sturbridge. Bowen, 123.
MYERS. Brainstorm. 132.
--- . Mojo and the Russians. 132.
Mysteries, Monsters and Untold Secrets.
Laycock. 163.
Mysterious Rays; Marie Curie's World. Veg-
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lahn. 119.
Mysterious Tadpole. Kellogg. 114.
Mystery at Sans Souci. Hausman. 160.
Mystery of Lincoln Detweiler and the Dog Who
Barked Spanish. Robinson, J. 24.
Mystery of Stonehenge. Lyon. 145.
Mystery of the Midnight Message. Heide. 128.
Nadia Comaneci. Braun. 7.
Namesake for Nathan. Monjo. 83.
Naming of America. Wolk. 150.
Nate the Great and the Phony Clue. Sharmat. 69.
Nathaniel. Arnosky. 169.
Nature's World Records. Quinn. 117.
NAVARRA. Superboats. 22.
Never Is a Long, Long Time. Cate. 123.
New Look at the Pigrims. Siegel. 53.
News or Not? Weiss, A. E. 87.
NEWTON. What Are You Up To, William
Thomas? 146.
Nice New Neighbors. Brandenberg. 75.
Nigeria. Carpenter. 172.
Night Before Christmas. Moore, C. 63.
Night of the Hurricane. Hale. 177.
NIXON. Danger in Dinosaur Valley. 181.
No Place to Run. Murphy, B. 64.
Noah. Mee, ad. 154.
Noah and the Great Flood. Hutton, ad. and illus.
122.
Noah's Ark. Spier, illus. 5.
Nobody Comes to Dinner. Andrews. 3.
Noel the Coward. Kraus. 115.





NYE. What Color Am I? 84.
O Frabjous Day! Livingston, ed. 81.
O Zebron Falls! Ferry. 111.
OAKLEY. Church Mice Adrift. 23.
O'BRIEN. Grouch and the Tower and Other Sil-
lies. 116.
Octopus and Other Cephalopods. Conklin, G.
91.
O'DELL. Carlota. 84.
Odyssey of Ben O'Neal. Taylor, T. 38.
Of Quarks, Quasars, and Other Quirks. Brew-
ton, comp. 90.
Oh, Were They Every Happy! Spier. 167.
O'HANLON. Fair Game. 65.
Oil. Lowery. 62.
OLEKSY. If I'm Lost, How Come I Found
You? 132.
Olga Carries On. Bond. 74.
Oliver Hyde's Dishcloth Concert. Kennedy. 18.
OLSEN. Boy in the Moon. 65.
Oma. Hirtling. 113.
OMINSKY. Jon 0. 23.
Once Upon Another Time. Lee. 35.
One at a Time. McCord. 116.
One Old Oxford Ox. Bayley, illus. 106.
ORBACH. Apple Pigs. 65.
Ordinary Jack. Cresswell, 11.
OSTRANDER. Psychic Experiences: E.S.P.
Investigated. 182.
Other Side pf a Poem. Abercrombie, ed. 1.
OTTO. Taxi Dog. 165.
Our Changing Climate. Hays. 128.
Out There. Mace. 145.
OVERBECK. Children's Crusade. 186.
OXFORD SCIENTIFIC FILMS. Bees and
Honey. 65.
- . Butterfly Cycle. 23.
PAGE. Spirit. 132.
PAINE. Fast and Easy Needlepoint. 161.
Paper Chains. Langton. 19.
PARISH. Teach Us, Amelia Bedelia. 51.
PARKER, E., comp. Echoes of the Sea. 66.
PARKER, N. President's Cabinet and How It
Grew. 182.
PARKER, R. Runaway. 116
PARKS. Day at the Bottom of the Sea. 116.
PARNALL. Dog's Book of Birds. 116.
Patch and the Strings. Winnick. 56.
PATENT. Reptiles and How They Reproduce.
99.
PATERSON. Bridge to Terabithia. 66.
- . Great Gilly Hopkins. 146.
PATTERSON. Benjamin Banneker. 147.
PAUL. Kids Outdoor Gardening. 182.
Paul Cuffe and the African Promised Land. At-
kin. 3.
PAULSEN. Foxman. 66.
PECK, R. Monster Night at Grandma's House.
23.
.Ghosts I Have Been. 117.
PECK, R. H. Hotel and Motel Careers. 66.
PECK, R. N. Last Sunday. 84.
. Soup for President. 165.
Peeper, First Voice of Spring. McClung. 82.
PELTA. What Does a Paramedic Do? 182.
PENNEY. Surgery. 67.
People of the First Cities. Goode. 142.
Perfect Peach. Schwartz. 36.
PERL. Egypt. 52.
PERRAULT. Puss in Boots. Logue, ad. 84.
PETER. Claire and Emma. 147.
Peter Rabbit's Natural Foods Cookbook. Dob-
rin. 44.
PETERSEN. Sally Can't See. 147.
Pete's House. Sobol, H. 167.
Petey. Tobias. 168.
PETIE. Book of Big Bugs. 52.
PEVSNER. Keep Stompin' Till the Music
Stops. 24.
PFEFFER. Kid Power. 85.
Pig. Auguarde. 25.
Pig and the Blue Flag. Stevens. 119.
PIN KWATER. Fat Men from Space. 99.
Pistachio Prescription. Danziger. 140.
Plant People. Carlson, D. 9.
PLATT. Run for Your Life. 85.
Play the Bach, Dear! Groch. 159.
PLOTZ, ed. Gift Outright; America to Her
Poets. 147.
Poison Tree and Other Poems. Mayer, illus. 63.
POLLOWITZ. Cinnamon Cane. 99.
POLSENO. This Hawk Belongs to Me. 52.
Pony Problem. Holland, B. 48.
Pooh's Quiz Book. Milne. 83.
Poor Tom's Ghost. Curry. 12.
Popcorn Book. De Paola. 174.
Porcupine Baby. Freschet. 141.
Potters' Kitchen. Isadora. 17.
POWERS. Flying High. 133.
. Weekend. 165.
PRELUTSKY. It's Halloween. 67.
President's Cabinet and How It Grew. Parker,
N. 182.
PRESTON. Where Did My Mother Go? 183.
PRINCE. Doubting Kind. 133.
Prince of Islam. Barker. 4.
PRINGLE. Animals and Their Niches. 117.
. Economic Growth Debate. 183.
. Gentle Desert. 133.
. Hidden World; Life under a Rock. 67.
Psychic Experiences: E.S.P. Investigated. Os-
trander. 182.
Puppet Fun. McCaslin. 181.
Puppet Plays from Favorite Stories. Mahlmann,
ad. 145.
PURSELL. Look at Adoption. 183.
Puss in Boots. Perrault. 84.
QUACKENBUSH. Along Came the Model T!
How Henry Ford Put the World on Wheels.
148.
, comp. Holiday Song Book. 117.
Queen of Hearts. Cleaver. 172.
Queen's Tears and Elephant's Ears; A Guide to
Growing Unusual House Plants. Kramer.
114.
Quest. Bischoff, ed. 6.
Quicksand Book. De Paola. 13.
QUINN, G. Valentine Crafts and Cookbook.
99.
QUINN, J. Nature's World Records. 117.
R My Name Is Rosie. Cohen, B. 156.
RABE. Girl Who Had No Name. 85.
Railroad Yard. Ditzel. 140.
Rain Forest. Ross, W. 52.
Rains of Eridan. Hoover. 96.
Ramona and Her Father. Cleary. 58.
RAN KIN. Gift of Winter. 115.
RANSOM. Your Book of Canals. 100.
Rascals from Haskell's Gym. Bonham. 42.
RAY. Beyond the Desert Gate. 85.
RAYNOR. Grandparents Around the World.
24.
Really Weird Summer. McGraw. 62.
Rebel on a Rock. Bawden. 170.
Redwoods Are the Tallest Trees in the World.
Adler. 169.
Refugee. Rose. 118.
RENICK. Famous Forward Pass Pair. 118.
Reptiles and How They Reproduce. Patent. 99.
RESNIC K. Gymnastics and You. 166.
Reward Worth Having. Williams, J. 40.
RICE. Sam Who Never Forgets. 148.
RICHARDS. Tractors, Plows, and Harvesters.
183.
RIVERS-COFFEY. Horse Like Mr. Ragman.
100.
ROBERSON. Subnuclear Zoo; New Dis-
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coveries in High Energy Physics. 125.
ROBINSON, J. Mystery of Lincoln Detweiler
and the Dog Who Barked Spanish. 24.
ROBINSON, L. Getting Started in Tennis. 105.
ROCHE. Dollhouse Magic; How to Make and
Find Simple Dollhouse Furniture. 118.
Rockhound Trails. Bartenbach. 5.
ROCKWELL, A. I Like the Library. 100.
ROCKWELL, H. Look at This. 166.
ROCKWELL, N., illus. Norman Rockwell's
Counting Book. 133.
ROCKWELL, T. Thief. 134.
Ronnie and Rosey. Angell. 121.
ROSE. Refugee. 118.
', ad. Spider in the Sky. 183.
ROSS, A. Bear's Heart. 54.
ROSS, J. Ms. Klondike. 100.
ROSS, T. Hugo and the Man Who Stole Colors.
67.
ROSS, W. Rain Forest. 52.
Rounds About Rounds. Yolen, ed. 151.
Rounds with a Country Vet. McPhee. 164.
RUBEN. True or False? 166.
RUBIN. Ty Cobb. 184.
RUBY. Arriving at a Place You've Never Left.
68.
RUDZEWICZ. Child's Bestiary. 92.
Run for Your Life. Platt. 85.
Runaway. Parker, R. 116.
Runaway Marie Louise. Carlson, N. 76.
Runaway to Freedom; A Story of the Under-
ground Railway. Smucker. 135.
Running in Circles. Br6ger. 75.
RUSSELL. Big Ditch Waterways. 100.
Russian Plays for Young Audiences. Morton, ed.
181.
ST. GEORGE. Shad Are Running. 68.
Sally Can't See. Petersen. 147.
Sam Comes to Dinner. Weissman, B. 72.
Sam Who Never Forgets. Rice. 148.
SAMUELS. Adam's Daughter. 101.
Sanctuary Tree. Johnston. 18.
Sand Tiger Shark. Carrick, C. 43.
Santa's Crash-Bang Christmas. Kroll. 49.
Sarah and After; Five Women Who Founded a
Nation. Banks. 4.
SARGENT. Edward Troy and the Witch Cat.
184.
SARNOFF. Great Aquarium Book. 86.
Saving of P.S. Branscum. 7.
SCHICK. Joel Schick's Christmas Present. 86.
SCHROEDER. Psychic Experiences: E.S.P.
Investigated. 182.
SCHWARTZ. Perfect Peach. 36.
SCOTT. Gulls of Smuttynose Island. 101.
---. Little Dogs of the Prairie. 53.
SCRIBNER, ad. Devil's Bridge. 184.
Secret in Miranda's Closet. Greenwald. 15.
Secret Island. Moore, S. 131.
Secret Life of the Harold the Bird Watcher. Col-
man. 156.
Secret of the Stone Face. Whitney. 72.
Secret of the Twin Puppets. Keene. 162.
Secret Ship. Kluiger. 180.
SEGAL. Tell Me a Trudy. 134.
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SELFRIDGE. Trouble with Dragons. 184.
SELIG. Crocodile & Pierrot. 34.
SELSAM. Amazing Dandelion. 118.
. First Look at Flowers. 68.
. First Look at the World of Plants. 166.
. Land of the Giant Tortoise. 101.
Settlers and Strangers. Baker. 106.
SEULING. Great Big Elephant and the Very
Small Elephant. 36.
Shad Are Running. St. George. 68.
Shadow of Vesuvius. Dillon. 124.
Shadow on the Hills. Thiele. 186.
Shaping Room. Bradley. 171.
Sharks and Troubled Waters. Harris, M. 177.
SHARMAT. I Don't Care. 37.
-- . Nate the Great and the Phony Clue. 69.
SHAW. Hard Way Home. 86.
Ship in a Storm on the Way to Tarshish. Farber.
140.
SHOWERS. Book of Scary Things. 69.
SHUTTLESWORTH. Moon. 134.
--- . Zoos in the Making. 69.
Sick Story. Hirsch, L. 16.
Sidewalk Racer and Other Poems of Sports and
Motion. Morrison. 64.
SIEGEL. New Look at the Pilgrims. 53.
Silas and Con. Stewart. 101.
SILL. Misbehavin' with Fats. 185.
Silver on the Tree. Cooper. 76.
Silver Woven in My Hair. Murphy, S. 51.
SILVERSTEIN. Cancer. Rev. ed. 53.
--- .Itch, Sniffle & Sneeze. 134.
. Left-Hander's World. 166.
SIMON, H. Date Palm. 185.
SIMON, S. Beneath Your Feet. 69.
SINGER. We All Come from Puerto Rico, Too.
69.
SISSON. Will in Love. 70.
Skateboards. Bunting, G. 29.
SKOLSKY. Whistling Teakettle and Other
Stories about Hannah. 70.
SKORPEN. His Mother's Dog. 185.
Slapdash Alterations. Barkin. 26.
SLATER. In Search of Margaret Fuller. 167.
Sleeping Beauty. Grimm. 93.
Sleepy Ida and Other Nonsense Poems. Kroll.
35.
Slim Goodbody; The Inside Story. Burstein. 29.
Small Plays for Special Days. Alexander, S. 1.
Small Rabbit. Miles. 98.
Small Sheep in a Pear Tree. Lobel. 61.
SMITH, E., comp. La Fontaine. Frogs Who
Wanted a King. 144.
SMITH, H. Giant Animals. 86.
SMITH, J. Frog Band and Durrington Dor-
mouse. 185.
SMITH, W., ad. Chukovsky. Telephone. 123.
SMUCKER. Runaway to Freedom; A Story of
the Underground Railway. 135.
Snake Among the Sunflowers. Lingard. 130.
SOBOL, D. Encyclopedia Brown and The Case
of the Midnight Visitor. 135.
SOBOL, H. My Brother Steven Is Retarded.
37.
. Pete's House. 167.
Someone New. Zolotow. 152.
Something Queer at the Library. Levy. 61.
Sometimes I Don't Love My Mother. Colman.
58.
SORENSEN. Friends of the Road. 148.
Soup for President. Peck, R. N. 165.
South Star. Hearne. 78.
SPENCE. Devil Hole. 37.
Spider in the Sky. Rose, ad. 183.
SPIER, illus. Bible. Noah's Ark. 5.
. Oh, Were They Ever Happy! 167.
Spill. Aaron. 41.
Spirit. Page. 132.
Spirits of Chocamata. Van Iterson. 56.
Sport Magazine's All-Time All Stars. Murray,
ed. 22.
Sports Star: Mark "The Bird" Fidrych. Bur-
chard, S. 43.
Sprout and the Magician. Wayne. 120.
Squaw Man's Son. Lampman. 162.
Starring Sally J. Freedman As Herself. Blume. 6.
STEIG. Caleb & Kate. 119.
STEVENS. Pig and the Blue Flag. 119.
STEVENSON. "Could Be Worse!" 53.
.Wilfred the Rat. 70.
STEWART. Silas and Con. 101.
Stone of Offering. Chance. 43.
Stories My Grandfather Should Have Told Me.
Brodie, ed. 28.
Stories of Christmas. Uttley. 103.
Strange Voyage of Neptune's Car. Lasker. 144.
Strangers' Bread. Willard. 88.
STREN. Hug Me. 102.
Subnuclear Zoo; New Discoveries in High En-
ergy Physics. Engdahl. 125.
Substitute. Lawler. 81.
SULLIVAN. Better Gymnastics for Girls. 148.
. How Do They Package It? 38.
Summer of the White Goat. Dixon. 31.
Summer on Cleo's Island. Sylvester. 38.
SUNG. Album of Chinese Americans. 53.
Superboats. Navarra. 22.
Supernatural. Berger, M. 154.
Superspies. Archer. 42.
SUPREE. Bear's Heart. 54.
Surgery. Penney. 67.
Surprise Picnic. Goodall, illus. 31.
SUTCLIFF. Blood Feud. 54.
Swan Cove. Canfield. 155.
Swimming Mammals. Harris, S. 95.
SWINBURNE. Behind the Sealed Door; The
Discovery of the Tomb and Treasures of
Tutankhamun. 149.
Sword of Aradel. Key. 35.
SYLVESTER. Summer on Cleo's Island. 38.
TABORIN, comp. Norman Rockwell's Count-
ing Book. 133.
TALBOT. Dear Greta Garbo. 149.
. Great Rat Island Adventure. 102.
Tales from the Igloo. Metayer, ed. 21.
Tales of the Elders. Bales. 3.
Talking Table Mystery. McHargue. 20.
TALLON. Fish Story. 54.
Tangles. Wallin. 71.
TAUER. Christopher Discovers a Secret. 102.
Taxi Dog. Otto. 165.
TAYLOR, L. Chemistry Careers. 186.
. Gifts from Space. 186.
TAYLOR, T. Odyssey of Ben O'Neal. 38.
Teach Us, Amelia Bedelia. Parish. 51.
Telephone. Chukovsky. 123.
Tell Me a Trudy. Segal. 134.
Tell Them My Name Is Amanda. Wold. 188.
TERLOUW. How to Become King. 135.
TERRIS. Two P's in a Pod. 87.
TERRORISM. Liston. 145.
Testing of Charlie Hammelman. Brooks. 57.
That's Mine! Winthrop. 104.
THAYER, J. Mouse on the Fourteenth Floor.
38.
THAYER, M. Valentine Box. 54.
There Are Two Kinds of Terrible. Mann. 21.
Thief. Rockwell, T. 134.
THIELE. Shadow on the Hills. 186.
Things to Make and Do For Thanksgiving.
Cauley. 90.
Thirteenth Year; A Bar Mitzvah Story. Blue. 27.
This Hawk Belongs to Me. Polseno. 52.
THOMAS. Elizabeth Catches a Fish. 55.
THOMPSON. Children's Crusade. 186.
THOMSON. Museum People; Collectors and
Keepers at the Smithsonian. 135.
Thorn Rose. Grimm. 159.
Those Foolish Molboes! Bason. 26.
Three Buckets of Daylight. Branscum. 138.
Three Wanderers from Wapping. Farber, ad.
158.
THWAITE. Beyond the Inhabited World;
Roman Britain. 55.
Time of the Kraken. Williams, J. 120.
Time Tangle. Eagar. 45.
Time to Keep; The Tasha Tudor Book of Holi-
days. Tudor. 149.
To Follow a Star. Carr, ed. 139.
To Hilda for Helping. Zemach. 120.
To Ravensrigg. Burton. 8.
TOBIAS. Jane, Wishing. 39.
. Petey. 168.
Today Is Shrew's Day. Carrick, M. 172.
TOLAN. Grandpa-and Me. 187.
Tomorrow You Can. Corey. 109.
TOMPERT. Little Otter Remembers and Other
Stories. 87.
Top-Flight Fully-Automated Junior High School
Girl Detective. Hildick. 60.
Tornado! Adoff. 41.
TORRE. Woodworking for Kids. 187.
TOURI. Careers in Physical Rehabilitation
Therapy. 102.
Town Cats and Other Tales. Alexander, L. 89.
TOWNE. Goldenrod. 149.
TOWNSEND. Visitors. 87.
Tractors, Plows, and Harvesters. Richards. 183.
TRIMBY. Mr. Plum's Paradise. 55.
Trouble with Dragons. Selfridge. 184.
True Book of the Mars Landing. Gemme. 175.
True or False? Ruben. 166.
TUDOR. Time to Keep; The Tasha Tudor Book
of Holidays. 149.
Twelve Bells for Santa. Bonsall. 107.
Two Hoots. Cresswell. 139.
Two P's in a Pod. Terris. 87.
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Ty Cobb. Rubin. 184.
UFO. Blumberg. 74.
Unexpected Grandchildren. Flory. 59.
UTTLEY. Stories of Christmas. Lines, comp.
103.
Valentine Box. Thayer, M. 54.
Valentine Crafts and Cookbook. Quinn, G. 99.
Value of Curiosity; The Story of Christopher
Columbus. Johnson, S. 161.
Value of Respect; The Story of Abraham Lin-
coln, Johnson, A. 161.
VAN CLIEF. Fables You Shouldn't Pay Any
Attention To. 178.
VANGHELI. Meet Guguze. 119.
VAN ITERSON. Spirits of Chocamata. 56.
VAN WOERKOM. Harry and Shelburt. 70.
. ad. Friends of Abu Ali. 187.
VEGLAHN. Mysterious Rays; Marie Curie's
World. 119.
Very Young Rider. Krementz. 144.
VESTLY. Aurora and Socrates. 120.




VOGEL. Dodo Every Day. 71.
Volleyball Jinx. Katz. 143.
Voyage of Osiris. McDermott, ad. 130.
WABER. Mice on My Mind. 103.
WAGNER. Bunyip of Berkeley's Creek. 150.
WALDEN. Heartbreak Tennis. 71.
WALDRON. Luckie Star. 39.
Walk in the Forest; The Woodlands of North
America. List. 20.
WALKER. Hundred Thousand Dollar Farm. 39.
Walkie-Talkie. Green, P. 159.
WALLACE. Hawkins. 39.
WALLIN. Tangles. 71.
Walls Are to Be Walked. Zimelman. 151.
Walpole. Hoff. 48.
Walter. Numeroff. 165.
Watch House. Westall. 187.
WATSON, C. Binary Numbers. 40.
WATSON, P. Days with Daddy. 136.
WAYNE. Sprout and the Magician. 120.
Waza Wins at Windy Gulch. Coerr. 30.
We All Come from Puerto Rico, Too. Singer. 69.
We Hold These Truths; From Magna Carta to
the Bill of Rights. Ayars. 122.
Weekend. Powers. 165.
WEEKS. Last Wild Horse. 136.
WEISS, A., ed. How's It Made? A Photo Tour
of Seven Small Factories. 115.
WEISS, A. E. News or Not? 87.
WEISS, H. How to Run a Railroad; Everything
You Need to Know About Model Trains.
88.
--- . What Holds It Together? 103.
WEISSMAN, B. Sam Comes to Dinner. 72.
WEISSMAN, C. Breakfast for Sammy. 150.
WELLS. Don't Spill It Again, James. 72.
---. Leave Well Enough Alone. 40.
Wentletrap Trap. George. 176.
WESTALL. Watch House. 187.
---. Wind Eye. 103.
WESTERBERG, ad. Cap That Mother Made.
72.
WESTMAN. Anna's Magic Broom. 88.
WEXLER. Amazing Dandelion. 118.
Whaleboat Raid. Burchard, P. 43.
What Are You Up To, William Thomas? New-
ton, 146.
What Can She Be? A Film Producer. Goldreich.
141.
What Can You Make of It? Brandenberg. 28.
What Color Am I? Nye. 84.
What Does a Paramedic Do? Pelta. 182.
What Holds It Together? Weiss, H. 103.
What Is Papa Up to Now? Bourne. 42.
Whatever Happened to Amelia Earhart? Blau.
155.
When People Die. Bernstein. 27.
When We Lived with Pete. Buchan. 171.
When Will I Read? Cohen, M. 44.
Where Did My Mother Go? Preston. 183.
Where's My Cheese? Mack. 62.
Whistle for the Crossing. De Angeli. 31.
Whistling Teakettle and Other Stories about
Hannah. Skolsky. 70.
WHITE, R. Long Way Down. 150.
WHITE, W. Cycle of the Seasons. 88.
White Monkey King. Wriggins, ad. 104.
Whitman Kick. Burch. 107.
WHITNEY. Secret of the Stone Face. 72.
Who Needs Espie Sanchez? Dunnahoo. 140.
Who'll Vote for Lincoln? Fife. 45.
Who's in Rabbit's House? Aardema, ad. 73.
Wicked Tricks of Tyl Uilenspiegel. Williams, J.,
ad. 168.
Wild and Wolly Mammoths. Aliki. 41.
Wildflowers and the Stories Behind Their
Names. Busch. 29.
Wilfred the Rat. Stevenson. 70.
Will in Love. Sisson. 70.
Will It Be Okay? Dragonwagon. 14.
WILLARD. Strangers' Bread. 88.
William. Hunt, I. 17.
WILLIAMS, J. Danny Dunn and the Universal
Glue. 104.
--- . Reward Worth Having. 40.
. Time of the Kraken. 120.
. Wicked Tricks of Tyl Uilenspiegel. 168.
WILLIAMS, L. Moon. 134.
Wily Witch and All the Other Fairy Tales and
Fables. Bomans. 6.
Win Me and You Lose. Wood. 56.
Wind Eye. Westall. 103.
WINNICK. Patch and the Strings. 56.
Winning. Brancato. 138.
Winter Always Comes. Honig. 16.
WINTHROP. That's Mine! 104.
WISEMAN. Morris Has a Cold. 188.
WOLD. Tell Them My Name Is Amanda. 188.
WOLK. Naming of America. 150.
Women at Their Work. English. 45.
Women on the Hollywood Screen. Manchel. 62.
Wonderful Pumpkin. Hellsing. 48.
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Wonders of Starfish. Jacobson. 49.
Wonders of Terrariums. Lavine. 180.
WOOD. Win Me and You Lose. 56.
Woodworking for Kids. Torre. 187.
WRIGGINS, ad. White Monkey King. 104.
WRIGHTSON. Ice Is Coming. 104.
Year King. Farmer. 125.
Yes-No; Stop-Go. Gersting. 111.
YOLEN. Hundredth Dove and Other Tales.
168.
- , ed. Rounds About Rounds. 151.
You Can't Take Twenty Dogs on a Date.
Cavanna. 30.
Your Book of Canals. Ransom. 100.
Your Owl Friend. Dragonwagon. 110.
You're Somebody Special on a Horse. Brown, F.
75.
ZEMACH. To Hilda for Helping. 120.
ZIMELMAN. Walls Are to Be Walked. 151.
ZINDEL. Confessions of a Teenage Baboon.
151.
ZINER, ad. Cricket Boy. 151.
ZOLL. Flamingo Is Born. 152.
ZOLOTOW. Someone New. 152.
Zoos in the Making. Shuttlesworth. 69.
ZWEIFEL. Bony. 136.
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